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Human Anatomy and Identity, the Crystal Body and the Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene. IV.
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and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute, perpetual motion fission/fusion
generators. 2. Partiki

which matter and identity will manifest. 4. Fire Letters: Light -Symbol Codes that
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Human Anatomy and Identity, the Crystal Body and the Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene. •

Hova Bodies and Identity Stations, the 15 Primary Chakras and Bio-energetic Field Levels,

System: Correspondences between Identity Levels, Hova Bodies, Chakras, Bio-energetic
Field, Fire Letters, Geomancies,
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and Stations of Identity The 8 Hova Bodies & Corresponding Identity Stations: Hovas 1-

Bodies & Corresponding Identity Stations: Hovas 1-5 are the Ariea Bodies. Hovas 6-

higher stations of identity and the morphogenetic Crystal Body. Through this process At-one-

with our spiritual identity & God Consciousness is achieved. Integration of the higher identity

of the higher identity progressively changes the nature of the biological form, so biological

are one. Originally identity integration took place through one incarnational lifetime. Due to
morphogenetic
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physical body and identity stations. The human biological form can embody the first 4
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15 Chakras. Cosmic Identity Structure = 8 stations of Identity, 5 within the Time

8 stations of Identity, 5 within the Time Matrix and 3 within the Energy
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Ascension • Higher Identity Embodiment: Morphogenetic Frequency Accretion. • The 6 Levels
of Density
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Chart 4A: Higher Identity Embodiment: Morphogenetic Frequency Accretion The 8 Hova
Bodies, which contain

8 Stations of Identity, are Triadic (3 Tone) Harmonic Light (scalar wave)-

process of Higher Identity/ Hova Body embodiment is thus the process of bringing higher

As the higher identity stations/ Hova Bodies slowly but progressively embody (merge with

the physically incarnate identity), the incarnate"s morphogenetic Crystal Body progressively
expands, bringing the 144

the Hova Body! Identity Station above enter the Identity and Hova Body below, progressively

above enter the Identity and Hova Body below, progressively expanding the morphogenetic
field of

lower Hova Body/ Identity to encompass the Higher Hova Body and Identity. Evolution is

Hova Body and Identity. Evolution is Frequency Accretion. 2. Through Frequency Accretion of
the

Hova Bodies and Identity Stations, the 12- strand DNA Silicate Matrix progressively activates,
the

activates, the conscious identity expands and the cellular form transmutes into less-dense
states

process of Higher Identity Embodiment; physical evolution is the product of Spiritual
Evolution, which
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entire multi-dimensional identity exists at once; our evolutionary process is that of re-

the wholeness of Identity and At-one-ment with Source that we knew before
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Template - Archetype Identity- into the morphogenetic field of the physical body will make

5 Template! Archetype Identity are offered in the Tangible Structure of the Soul workshop.
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of the higher Identity stations. The Celestial Arieas are the specific tonal translations of

and Soul Matrix Identity will be the first aspects of higher identity to physically

aspects of higher identity to physically embody, with progressive activation of the 4 th,

of the Archetypal Identity. The mechanics of Morphogenetic Realignment and Silicate Matrix
Activation are
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Template - Archetype Identity for health, protection, accelerated Soul Matrix integration and
preparation for
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D-5 Archetype Identity 1. The HU-2 Alphi Hova body (Soul Matrix

the station of Identity corresponding to the D-5 grid is the Archetype. The

the station of Identity corresponding to the 0-2 grid is the Instinctual-Emotional
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of Reality and Identity, through which prior reality interpretations can be united within a

of Multi-dimensional Identity and the Morphogenetic Crystal Body - our personal, indelible
connection
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Higher Stations of Identity will guide you through these times and work to open

your Soul Matrix identity, through meditation, spiritual development and learning to "Connect
with
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Christ Consciousness. Multidimensional Identity, evolution, Hova Bodies, DNA, accelerated
bio-spiritua/ evolution and helping

Illuminati, Anchoring Higher Identity, the Christed Self and the Amethyst Caverns of Amenti.
Personal
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and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute, perpetual motion fission/ fusion
generators. 3. Partiki

which matter and identity will manifest 4. Fire Letters: Light-Symbol Codes that represent
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the Higher Dimensional Identity levels and building the personal Merkaba Vehicle, all of which
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with personal Higher Identity and Guardian Races of Higher Evolution, to join the inter-
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and Multi-dimensional Identity Charts sA, ss, sc. so • The Hova Bodies and

Shield, the Avatar Identity, Mahunta Merkaba and the Silicate Matrix Chart sF, sG .
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and Stations of Identity. @ 1999 A. Hayes The 8 Hova Bodies & Corresponding

Bodies & Corresponding Identity Stations: Havas 1-5 are the Ariea Bodies. Hovas 6-

higher stations of Identity and . the morphogenetic Crystal Body. Through this process At-

with our spiritual identity & God Consciousness is achieved. Integration of the higher Identity

of the higher Identity progressively changes the nature of the biological fonn, so biological

are one. Originally identity integration took place through one Immortal lifetime. Due to
morphogenetic
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Hova Bodies and Identity Levels © 6/1999 Anna Hayes Gruber -Substance Anatomy

Anatomy of Morphogenetic Identity The 8 Morphogenetic Bodies & Tonal Translations of the
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1 "l. identity dimensional~ separated by controlling toe 1 ",, angle of ~
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the multi-dimensional identity are stationed. ~ > •-" """"" /I"IAUAI!JI/MVA

Integration of Spiritual Identity represents merging ... vv• fflcw•c v " ( IJJJI
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represents the AVATAR identity, which is stationed within the Mahara Hova Body In HU-
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D-5 Archetype Identity ®1999A. Hayes 1. The HU-2 Alp hi Hova

the station of Identity corresponding to the D-5 grid is the Archetype. The

the station of Identity corresponding to the 0·2 grfd Is the Instinctual-
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linking with higher identity. • The Amenti Ascension Program- Becoming a Christed Being •
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level oC spiritual identity intcgratioo and bloZogal tolerma: to ioter~wional wl\"e specta

dimensional structure ofhuman identity s 4i--aalizcd ..... ., ••maa-ecia .. ae
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HU-4 avatar identity. Humans were ~ed as a planetary guartian raced God-
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8th-Dimensional Monad Identity Spark of the Uving Flame- Connecting to the God-Self

as an individual identity, has an original point of origin -the point of

the newly formed identity enters the constructs of the Time Matrix, itself a manifestation

The newly individuated identity enters the Time Matrix from its original Seed of
Consciousness

design of the identity as set within the Seed of Consciousness. The original design

of the individuated identity exists as specific constructs of fixed points of frequency- sound-
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this multi-dimensional identity represents a progressively individuated fragment of the
original Stream of



of these conscious identity levels are unique unto themselves, yet simultaneously all are
connected

fragments of individuated identity, those that have spiraled into the dimensionalization of the
Time

re-integration of identity, the individuated consciousness progressively expands back into its
original wholeness,

of Consciousness. As identity progressively expands to re-integrate its dimensionalized parts,
its manifest

When the original identity has been reassembled, the sentient consciousness then expands
beyond the
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expanded design of identity individuation is cast into the Time Matrix for evolution. The

consciousness, cognition and identity- pure sentient creative Force. Though this Force
perpetually expands through

re-integration of identity for its eventual return to At-one--ment and co-

dilemma for the identity in time. Through its experience in dimensionalized consciousness,
the identity

dimensionalized consciousness, the identity frequently makes choices that result in the
distortion of its

Distortion of an identity"s original Fire Letter design, which manifests within the
morphogenetic field

code of the identity"s physical body, disables the identity"s natural ability to re-integrate

body, disables the identity"s natural ability to re-integrate with the Fire Letter patterns

the multi-dimensional identity structure, breaking the Stream of Consciousness which tethers
the in-

the in-time identity to its Seed of Consciousness within the GodMind.
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If an identity is severed from its original Stream of Consciousness, that identity

of Consciousness, that identity can no longer draw life-force substance directly from God-

done through the identity"s connection to the Seed of Consciousness. The identity becomes
finite

of Consciousness. The identity becomes finite in nature, trapped in time, perpetuating its
existence

non-differentiation of identity -a loss of cognition of the awareness of Godwhile

perpetual expansion of identity into cognition of the awareness of God - a conscious

-through which identity re lains its original design as a sentient KNOWING, co-

evolution of human identity is achieved by the progressive accretion ( drawing into the

15-Dimensional human identity, the identity will be trapped in time, unable to re-

human identity, the identity will be trapped in time, unable to re-integrate with



original pattern of identity individuation- the original Fire Letter/ scalar wave design that
birthed

Regeneration of the identity"s connection to the Stream and Seed of Consciousness is not

But reconstituting the identity"s connection to its original Stream of Consciousness through
regenerating the
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fulfillment for the identity"s evolutionary destiny- a return to its original splendor as a

of the individual identity to its Original Innocence, as a Seed of ever-expanding

integrating multi-dimensional identity is set in motion within the human embodiment The
Spark

of multi-dimensional identity integration- the path of Ascension • can be set back

Dimernsional aspect of identity- the Monad- the center of the Over-Soulldentity. It is

of the dimensional identity levels and DNA strands below, setting in motion the process
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or the Eckar Identity- which exists beyond time and dimensionalization, within the Eckatic
level

the God-Self, identity reclaims its At-one-ment and co-creators hip with
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your higher.cfimensional identity and activation of the dormant strands of the Silicate Matrix

part of your identity that never left its state of At-one-ment with
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the Over-Soul identity is the 8th-Dimensional Monad Identity. By imagining yourself in

8th-Dimensional Monad Identity. By imagining yourself in the God-Self Sphere during
meditations

with your Monad Identity. The Monad Identity and Over-Soul communicate with you via

Identity. The Monad Identity and Over-Soul communicate with you via Direct Cognition,
which

the God-Self Identity. Call to mind the image of the God-Self Sphere

5th-Dimensional Archetype Identity Exercise be used for 3 -6 months before using
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Over-soul/ Monad Identity could be expedited. Each level of code access was considered

own body and identity. We are hoping that humans will relish this opportunity to
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higher stations of identity, in order to move us forward upon our multi-dimensional



to your true identity you may begin to remember that you agreed to fill

Avatar HU-4 identity, through progressive activation of DNA strands 7-12, in order
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15- Dimensionallevels of identity. Merkaba Spirals are sets of counter-rotating electro-
magnetic fields

of dimensionalized human identity is composed of 5 energetic bodies, called Hova Bodies. "

Matrix the Human identity has 1 Hova Body, which holds 1 3-dimensional portion

of the individual"s identity. The Hova Body in HU-1 is called the Nada

the Earthy incarnate identity, in HU-2 is the Alp hi Hove and the
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identity. In HU-3 is the Betcha Hova and Over-Soul

and Over-Soul identity, in HU-4 the Mahara Hova and Avatar identity and

Hova and Avatar identity and in HU-5 the Raja Hova and Rishi identity.

Hova and Rishi identity. Each of the 5 Hova Bodies of the human identity

of the human identity represents a different level of matter -form density, different

become the soul identity by integration of the HU-1 Nada Hova Body and

other, the personal identity and consciousness progressively expand, while the bodily form
transmutates its

matter. When the identity has fully integrated its 5 Hova Bodies and the 15-

of its sentient identity in time. This process of dimensional Ascension is the hidden

Body integration, higher-identity embodiment and bodily transmutation take place through
the dynamics inherent

blueprint keeps the identity and its manifest body locked within a 3-dimensional Harmonic

Hova Bodies and identity levels separated in time and space. In order for the

five 3-dimensional identity levels is freed from its placement within space-time. The

The Hova Bodies, identity levels and Merkaba Spirals are locked in time through a

Bodies, expansion of identity and consciousness, transmutation of cellular form and
dimensional Ascension. Through
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Hova Body and identity level. The position of the Hannonic Merkaba Spirals when they

its Soul Matrix identity- this is called Hallah Phase Merkaba. Hallah Phase Merkaba creates

location of the identity within corresponding space-time coordinates in HU-1 and HU-

HU- 2. The identity becomes a fully embodied soul. In Hallah Phase DNA strands

of the soul identity from HU-2 with its Over-Soul identity of HU-

its Over-Soul identity of HU-3. The Quatra Phase Merkaba Vehicle is a



and 3. The identity becomes a fully embodied OverSoul with DNA strands 1-9

Body and avatar identity the Merkaba Vehicle again changes form, as yet another Harmonic

HU-4. The identity becomes a fully embodied. avatar, a Chris ted being. Mahunta
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When identity evolves beyond the Rishi stage of HU-5 it begins
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given by your identity because if you tried this breath before your DNA was
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from the Archetype identity into the 12th dimensional Unified Field, bonding the D-5

D-5 Archetype identity into the protective frequencies of the D-12 Avatar identity.

D-12 Avatar identity. This aligns the intentions of the Incarnate and Archetype identities

the Avat.ar identity level. 6. Breathing slowly, allow the speed of the spinning
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·5 Archetype identity frequencies will begin operating on a subliminal level. After this
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Harmonic Universe-3 identity) and depends· upon the content and condition of the
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gestalt of conscious identity that represents the point of eternal cognition. 3. Where is
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A sentient conscious identity in the form of energy. Energy identity beings cannot be

of energy. Energy identity beings cannot be created or destroyed, but only change form
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-----? • As Identity expands upward into the dimensional scale. 2. What is expansion?
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consciousness, be it identity, or be it matter. Basic energy field/structure behind a

Consciousness. They are identity. If we are the little pieces of God, they are
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own level of identity in each Density, which has its own signature, and energy.
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and our Monadic identity. The regular practice of this meditation can give us the

our God Seed identity. 2
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multiple levels of identity with the cosmos. Activating the Kee-Ra-ShA spirals at

higher Levels of Identity. (b) What is the color of the Monad during
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the Levels of Identity, physical body and Earth body? (b) What Matrix is

higher aspects of identity will be phase-locked into their dimensions-you get stuck

2 Levels of Identity and their corresponding Hannonic Universes are disconnected from one
another

and their higher identity Rishis in HU-5 because the Rishis were 4
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to the Rishi identity and is able to run energy from Source, whereas the
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whole. 2. Finite Identity: When the Avatars at HU-4 and the races that

to their Rishi Identity in HU-5, they became Finite Identities. They had within

of their ascension identity-they can no longer experience being evolved, the at-one-
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multiple Levels of Identity of one through the cosmos. They are the cosmic strands

Rishi Levels of Identity. 8
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higher aspects of identity will be phase-locked into the dimensions. You get stuck
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Avatar levels of identity, the Raja Hova Body of Harmonic Universe (HU) -

and the Incarnate Identity down here. There is a natural set of impulses that
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information and the identity, the frequency, of those Higher Bodies down into our bodies
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Avatar levels of identity, the Raja Hova Body of Harmonic Universe (HU) -

and the Incarnate Identity down here. There is a natural set of impulses that
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information and the identity, the frequency, of those Higher Bodies down into our bodies
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their Archetype level identity if they had incarnates here. They can"t bring their full
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parts of your identity. Or if your identity has problems on those levels, they"ll

Or if your identity has problems on those levels, they"ll send somebody else in

with the Personal Identity Rishi Level, and begins the process of activating DNA strands
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Christed level of identity. That is the highest level that can be fully embodied

Rishi: The Rishi Identity corresponds to the Raja Hova Body Level of Identity in

Body Level of Identity in Density 5, Dimensions 13-14-15 ofthe Time Matrix.



levels of individuated identity have their being. The Yunasai creates many God Seeds, and
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their Archetype level identity if they had incarnates here. They can"t bring their full
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parts of your identity. Or if your identity has problems on those levels, they"ll

Or if your identity has problems on those levels, they"ll send somebody else in

with the Personal Identity Rishi Level, and begins the process of activating DNA strands
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Christed level of identity. That is the highest level that can be fully embodied

Rishi: The Rishi Identity corresponds to the Raja Hova Body Level of Identity in

Body Level of Identity in Density 5, Dimensions 13-14-15 ofthe Time Matrix.

levels of individuated identity have their being. The Yunasai creates many God Seeds, and
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a level of identity in each Hova Body. 12. When you get ordained the

your 3-dimensional identity. 3. Cosmic Egg: The golden egg you created in the

levels of your identity to form a communication conduit that can talk to you
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integrate the Oversoul identity into the Soul identity. 11. RaB"nai: 2nd level of ordination.

into the Soul identity. 11. RaB"nai: 2nd level of ordination. Brings in the 9th

to the Monad identity. 12. Regent: 3rd level of ordination. Someone who has fully

Christed level of identity. Multiple Choice 1. The small point of light may be
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level of your identity. (a) Soul (b) Oversoul (c) Rishi (
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a level of identity in each Hova Body. 12. When you get ordained the

your 3-dimensional identity. 3. Cosmic Egg: The golden egg you created in the

levels of your identity to form a communication conduit that can talk to you
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integrate the Oversoul identity into the Soul identity. 11. RaB"nai: 2nd level of ordination.

into the Soul identity. 11. RaB"nai: 2nd level of ordination. Brings in the 9th

to the Monad identity. 12. Regent: 3rd level of ordination. Someone who has fully



Christed level of identity. Multiple Choice 1. The small point of light may be
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level of your identity. (a) Soul (b) Oversoul (c) Rishi (
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Bodies & Corresponding Identity Station "Hova" means Tri-Tonal Scalar Grid 1. Nada

Hova- HUl Incarnate Identity- Taurenic Body (Subconscious, Instinctual & Reasoning Minds)
2. Alpbi

Hoya- HU4 Avatar Identity- Hydronic Body (Christiac, Buddbaic, & Nirvanic Minds) 5. Raja
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levels of personal identity, the spiritual identity of the Soul, govern the process of

identity, the spiritual identity of the Soul, govern the process of the personal Manifestation

which the higher identity and earthly identity integrate to become one. In advanced ancient

identity and earthly identity integrate to become one. In advanced ancient human cultures,
Bio-
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spiritual portions of identity. Color and Symbol possess power as MATHEMATICALLY
ENCODED directors of
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higher dimensional spiritual identity integration. This SONG is also used to open the 8th
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and individuation of identity are HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS of CONSCIOUSNESS -
ENERGY SUBSTANCE, created through
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and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute, perpetual motion fission/fusion
generators. 2. Partiki

which matter and identity will manifest. A. 0 ~ ~ The Morphogenetic Field is
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IS the living identity of the cosmos. Our physicality emerges through the perceptual lens
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time-matter and identity individuation can be experienced. DIMENSIONS: Morphogenetic
Field Scalar Grids composed
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and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute, perpetual motion fission/fusion
generators. 2. Particum
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through which human identity experiences series of SIMULTANEOUS INCARNATIONS within
various Time Cycles and

Incarnations of the identity that exist within the Time Cycles of the Time Matrix

aspects of ETERNAL IDENTITY in time are indelibly linked in consciousness. This intrinsic
linking
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the stations of identity through time, to facilitate fulfillment of the organic PRIMAL PURPOSE.
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CORE OF ALL IDENTITY AND MANI FEST FORM IS THE SAME -THE INTRI
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multidimensional anatomy and identity). The Maharic Shield and Whole-Being-Healing In
activating the
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strand activation, the identity would expand to hold 12-dimensions of consciousness with
embodiment
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for the embodied identity and begins the natural process of de-densification of matter

this point the identity is considered a full AVATAR and has complete control over
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dimensional stations of identity. Conscious awareness remains polarized in Duality
Consciousness and physical body
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other levels of identity are form are built. It is the "Control Center"

consciousness through which identity can enter the Time Matrix for the Holographic
Experience of
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the multi-dimensional identity. Within 15-Dimensional Human Anatomy, there are 5
Dimensionalized Hova
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by which Higher Identity Integration occurs. It is also the process by which the

Integration for the identity. The Hova Bodies and the Shields Each Hova Body contains

of the earthly identity, the first four Shields are of greatest significance. The MCEO
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through progressive Higher Identity Integration. In Kathara Healing we begin with the
MAHARIC SHIELD,

Hova Body and identity level can cross through into other Hova Bodies and identity

Hova Bodies and identity levels. The Coordinate Points, or regularly scheduled points of flash-

dimensional levels of identity and anatomy. The vortices of energy created by the Coordinate
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Bodies and Corresponding Identity Stations ("Hova" means Tri-tonal Scalar Grid) 1. Nada

HU-1 Incarnate Identity- Taurenic Body (Subconscious, Instinctual & Reasoning Minds) 2.
Alp

Seals keep human identity & Auric Levels dimensionally separate. Control Dimensional
Merkaba Field Axis
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Points, Auric and Identity Levels and DNA strands, through which activation of the Merkaba
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which the dimensionalizing identity enters the Etheric Matter densities of Harmonic Universe-
3. The

the Over-Soul Identity, its Monadic Core, the Betcha Hova Body and Kathara Centers

of consciousness and identity within the body and bio-energetic field . The primary
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which the dimensionalizing identity enters the Semi· Etheric Matter densities of Harmonic
Universe-

which the Soul Identity, its Archetype Core, the Alphi Hova Body and Kathara Centers

of consciousness and identity within the body and bio-energetic field. The primary area
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which the dimensionalizing identity enters the Gross Physical-Matter densities of Harmonic
Universe-1

which the Incarnate Identity, its Subconscious-Telluric Core, the Nada Hova Body and
Kathara

of consciousness and identity within the body and bio-energetic field. The primary areas
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the dimensionalizing gestalt identity enters PreMatter Liquid Light densities of Harmonic-4,
the point

point at which identity begins its individuation and journey of densification into the wave

which the Avatar Identity, its Buddhaic Core, the Mahara Hova Body and Kathara Centers



holding the gestalt identity of Harmonic-5 Rishi Consciousness Collective- the "Universal
Family

house the Avatar identity gestalt Consciousness Collective- the "Galactic Family of
Consciousness". The

to its Avatar identity and Galactic Family of Consciousness in Harmonic Universe-4, through

of the Rishi identity in Harmonic Universe-5. The Shara Complex represents the primary

Shara Complex, an identity"s cycles of incarnation and manifestation within the 5 Harmonics
of

Rishi Levels of identity within the embodied consciousness. Primary area of dominion of the
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which the dimensionalizing identity combines the 12th - dimensional frequencies of the
Harmonic-4

which the dimensionalizing identity combines the frequencies of the 8th Earth Star Crystal
Seal

which the Rishi Identity, the Raja Hova Body and Universal Kathara Centers 1, 2
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embody the Avatar identity level- the "Christed" Identity of Harmonic-4, Pre-matter

the "Christed" Identity of Harmonic-4, Pre-matter Liquid Light matter density. The
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multidimensional portions of identity seem separate from each other. The higher levels of
conscious

the lower dimensional identity stations of the Nada Hova Body and its apparent physical
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Scalar Shield and Identity Level Correspondences The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave
Template for the

Avatar "Christed" Identity Chakras 10-12 Mahunta Phase Merkaba (12 Dimensional Merkaba)

Hova Body Incarnate Identity Chakras 1-3 Doradic Shield Alphi Hova Body Soul Identity

Hova Body Soul Identity Chakras 4-6 Hallah Phase Merkaba (9 Dimensional Merkaba)
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and individuation of identity. Within the Hologram of consciousness we perceive as solid and
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time, matter and identity individuation. Collectively, there are 12 Primary Sensing Facilities
within 15-
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and stations of identity. ~ Hova Bodes are 3-dimensional scalar grids in the



Harmonic of energy-identity within the 15-dimensional scale. ~There are 5 Dimensionalized
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integrate the Avatar identity and transmute into pre-matter liquid light wave form. ~
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OF MULTI-DIMENSIONAL IDENTITY AND THE 4 PRIMARY TRIADIC HEALING CURRENTS
TECHNIQUES: #1
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much more energy-identity operating, presently beyond the view of our 3-dimensionally
focused

process of Higher Identity Integration. Through building a PERCEPTUAL BRIDGE between our
present state
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higher stations of identity. If we can realize that expanded portions of our consciousness

of our own identity by bu ilding Perceptual Bridges between our 3-dimensional perspective

portion of our identity that we create to serve as an intermediary focus of
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3-dimensionally focused identity. With repeated use of the MENTOR focus of awareness, we

of our conscious identity composed of portions of the waking self and portions of
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of your higher identity MENTOR. 4. Imagine that you can feel the reality of

your Soul Matrix Identity- the Archetype. With practice, you can lean the energy of

5th -Dimensional Identity Station. In Healing Facilitation MENTOR will communicate with the
51h

dimensional Stations of Identity to your conscious mind. MENTOR can also be taken into
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Bodies and individual identity are composed expands to infinite potential, as the Planetary
Scalar
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of personal Multidimensional Identity and how to use the personal Hova Bodies to tap

Holographic Recoding, higher identity Hova Body integration and multidimensional evolution
within the Body-Mind-
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to hold the identity as energetic substance into physical embodiment. Distortions within the



physical
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of our personal identity are stationed. As we reawaken the higher dimensional frequencies of

of personal Multidimensional Identity, serving the spiritual goal of Ascension through
stimulating into activation

of the Multidimensional Identity by activation of dormant portions of the DNA Template,
through

higher frequencies of identity can enter the physical form. As spiritual advancement through
Hova

of Multi-dimensional Identity Structure. It is also helpful to realize that the Unified
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mind and sentient identity fit into the multidimensional anatomy of human consciousness.
The scalar

of our conscious identity is stationed within each of the Hova Body Shields and

interrelated stations of identity and different LEVELS OF MIND, from which we simultaneously
perceive.

Level of Higher Identity Integration that has occurred. Integration of Higher Identity is the

Integration of Higher Identity is the merger of the Hova Bodies, which creates changes

Aspects of our identity and anatomy. While perceiving from the Nada Hova Body and

attention. The Higher Identity Structure of the Hova Bodies and related Levels of Mind
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82 Stations of Identity and Levels of Mind in the Hova Bodies INCARNATE IDENTITY:

Hova Bodies INCARNATE IDENTITY: Nada Hova Body I Telluric Shield I dimensions 1, 2

of Mind SOUL IDENTITY: Alphi Hova Body I Doradic Shield I Dimensions 4, 5

Mind OVER-SOUL IDENTITY: Betcha Hova Body I Teuric Shield I Dimensions 7, 8

of Mind AVATAR IDENTITY: Mahara Hova Body I Maharic Shield I Dimensions 10, 11

Levels of Mind RISHIIDENTITY: Raja Hova Body I Maharic Shield I Dimensions 13, 14

of Ascended Mastery Identity. S~ A~ is the process of progressive Higher Dimensional
Identity

progressive Higher Dimensional Identity Integration. ~~ 1~ 1~ is the merger of the ~
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Mastery levels of identity 5 Hova Bodies and Levels of Identity in the 15-

and Levels of Identity in the 15-Dimensional Time Matrix The MCEO Freedom Teachings
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of your energy-identity that exists in the form of electro-tonal impulse born



higher stations of identity, and that of the Universal Unified Fields of Consciousness-Energy

and earthly incarnate identity, for the purpose of healing facilitation . There are four
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Self and higher identity aspects. ~ Taking conscious initiative in building a Perceptual Bridge
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of personal spiritual identity. ~ Kathara Healing facilitates healing while simultaneously
facilitating Spiritual Actualization
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Part of our identity exists simultaneously within the Time Cycles of the higher dimensional

to our higher identity levels through our embodied Kathara Grid, Scalar Shields and DNA

of our higher identity levels progressively embodies. ~ The 3-Dimensional Hova Body
Electromagnetic

which our higher identity levels perceive. ~ Merger of the Hova Bodies, via activation

of the MultiDimensional Identity Structure. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi
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of Multi-Dimensional Identity Structure are: lncarnate-Density-1, Soui- Density-2, Oversoui-
Density-

3 Ascended Master identity levels, ~ Hova Bodies and Shields existing beyond the
dimensionalized

of higher dimensional identity to draw in healing current from the higher dimensional ·
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82 Stations of Identity and Levels of Mind in the Hova Bodies INCARNATE IDENTITY:

Hova Bodies INCARNATE IDENTITY: Nada Hova Body I Telluric Shield I dimensions 1, 2

of Mind SOUL IDENTITY: Alphi Hova Body I Doradic Shield/ Dimensions 4, 5 and

Mind OVER-SOUL IDENTITY: Betcha Hova Body I Teuric Shield I Dimensions 7, 8

of Mind AVATAR IDENTITY: Mahara Hova Body I Maharic Shield I Dimensions 10, 11

Levels of Mind RISHIIDENTITY: Raja Hova Body I Rishic Shield I Dimensions 13, 14

of Ascended Mastery Identity. s~ AaeutUJ4f,/,tue, is the process of progressive Higher
Dimensional

progressive Higher Dimensional Identity Integration. ~~ 1~ 1~ is the merger of the ~(
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Codes, the conscious identity experiences passage through numerous incarnate life cycles
within the planetary
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MIASMIC IMPRINT Karma. Identity. the Christos and the Physics of Divine Right Order When

Order When an identity enters the Time Matrix to begin simultaneous cycles of evolution

Shield represents the Identity Gestalt or Family of Consciousness through which identity
enters manifestation.

Consciousness through which identity enters manifestation. The Rishic Shield carries the
precise configuration of

Shields of the identity within the Dimensionalized matter system. Each Scalar Shield holds the

spectra through which identity began its experience within the holograms of Space, Time and
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of our Eternal Identity that experiences 3-Dimensional linear evolutionary progression along
ONE TIME
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of each incarnate identity. In the process of restoring the Organic Integrity to the
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between the human identity and 12 dimensions of reality within which the human anatomy

Maharic Level of Identity. Christos Love is a state of full Frequency Resonance with

Hova Body Avatar Identity allows for the experiential embodiment and transmission of
Christos-Omni-

assist your higher identity levels to create transformation! Omni-Love is the natural structure
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of the Avatar Identity. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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your inner AVATAR identity- this is the MAHARA SPACE. Focus your consciousness within the

of the avatar identity. Know yourself now as this avatar identity and feel the

as this avatar identity and feel the essence of pure love and eternity fiow
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processes of higher identity integration, Hova Body merger and release of the Cranial-Sacral
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from client"s Rishi identity level to apply Comfort Touch when client arrives. Create a
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manifestation in time, identity enters cycles of SIMULTANEOUS INCARNATION within the 4
Harmonics of



through which an identity enters time is the Density-5 (dimensions 13, 14,

Time Matrix, the identity of the Family of Consciousness from which incarnates emerge. The

it. The individual identity must realign its Manifestation Template with this Primal Order to

Template through which identity manifests in the lower-dimensional Densities and which
connects the

incarnations of an identity in time. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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incarnates of an identity, and can therefore be used to clear the Karmic-Miasmic
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Each of an identity"s incarnates in various time cycles represents one TIME VECTOR, which
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HU-1 Incarnate Identity- Taurenic Body (Subconscious, Instinctual & Reasoning Minds) 2.
Alp

Seals keep human identity & Auric Levels dimensionally separate. Control Dimensional
Merkaba Field Axis
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Dimensional Levels of Identity, DNA and Indigo Children The DNA represents fixed scalar-
wave

3 Levels of Identity focused in the Energy Matrix. 3 Levels of the Energy

embody the Avatar identity and open the consciousness to Ascended Master Identity Levels.
Indigo

to Ascended Master Identity Levels. Indigo Children are Avatars and Ascended Masters
waiting to

12 Christed Avatar Identity can take place. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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Scalar Shield and Identity Level Correspondences The Morphogenetic Field Scalar-wave
Template for the

Avatar "Christed" Identity Chakras 10-12 Mahunta Phase Merkaba (12 Dimensional Merkaba)

Hova Body Incarnate Identity Chakras 1-3 6 Particle and 6 Anti-particle Fire

Hova Body Soul Identity Chakras 4-6 Hallah Phase Merkaba (6 Dimensional Merkaba)
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Personal Eternal Christos Identity can be activated in one incarnation through sequential
activation of

and Christos Avatar Identity Integration, through progressively opening the "Trans-time DNA
Template
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consciousness anchors its identity and Christos Manifestation Template within the FIRST 8
CELLS, to
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as the incarnate identity experiences single-life-time-vectors, several cycles of Density-1
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12 Christos Avatar identity level will slowly release the Khundaray Activation Frequencies
through which
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by the conscious identity in its Symbol translation. When using the Trinity Master Key
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levels of personal identity, through the personal Maharic Shield and DNA Template. In
rediscovering

of personal spiritual identity and wisdom to which they correspond, we progressively increase
our

personal body and identity manifest, can be achieved through gaining familiarity with and
actively
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sentient, individuated, multidimensional identity. The "body, mind and spirit" of every
manifest being
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embodiment of spiritual identity, while a being is ensconced within the Time Matrix, are
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"manifest" conscious identity. It exists at the position where the third dimensional field,
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Axiatonal Line, Chakra, Identity Level and Memory Matrix Correspondences NADIAL CAPSULE:
(also called

Incarnate Personality-Tauren identity, the Sub-conscious, Instinctual and Ego-Reasoning
aspects of the

Incarnate Soul-Dora identity, the "Angelic Mind" and the Soul/Species Akashic Memory

Over-Soul- Teura identity, the "Archangelic Mind" and the Over-Soul/Planetary Akashic-

4 Incarnate AvatarDolus identity, the "Christos Avatar Mine!" and the Avatar Galactic Dolaric

Rishi Consciousness Collective identity, the "Rishiac Universal Mine!" and the Rishi/Universal
Memory
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of personal multidimensional identity. • Each of the 5 3-dimensional Harmonic Merkaba Fields

corresponding levels of identity and consciousness (personality, Soul, Over-Soul, Avatar,
Rishi etc).
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Density Level. The identity can then re-manifest in another Density Level or space-
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Rishiac-Ascended Master identity levels within the cellular structure. Exercise • 2: Once per
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Avatar Maharata self identity) I decree now in this moment of KNOWING that all

Divine Blueprint self identity), DO NOW DECREE through the Divine Love, Wisdom and Power
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Avatar Maharata self identity) From this Still Point of my Wholeness in manifest decision,
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Keywords :
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of our energy-identity, such as the Super-consciousness Mind, the Higher Self and

body and conscious identity. In terms of our collective psyche, the shadow repr·

Page:  11

and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute, perpetual motion fission/ fusion
generators. 2. Partiki

which matter and identity will manifest. 4. Fire Letters: Light-Symbol Codes that represent

Page:  29

higher portions of identity exist as literal energetic constructs, and there are specific
processes

Embodying the Higher Identity of the Soul not only expands the personal consciousness, IT

which higher dimensional identity embodiment can be achieved are presented in the
Guardian Alliance-
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and Stations of Identity. © 1999 A. Hayes The 8 Hova Bodies & Corresponding

Bodies & Corresponding Identity Stations: Havas 1-5 are the Ariea Bodies. Havas 6-

higher stations of identity and the morphogenetic Crystal Body. Through this process At-one-

with our spiritual identity & God Consciousness is achieved. Integration of the higher identity

of the higher identity progressively changes the nature of the biological form, so biological

are one. Originally identity integration took place through one Immortal lifetime. Due to
morphogenetic
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Hova Bodies and Identity Levels © 6/1999 Anna Hayes Gruber Substance Anatomy of

Anatomy of Morphogenetic Identity The 8 Morphogenetic Bodies & Tonal Translations of the
Stellar

Harmonic density tvpe identity Memory Record #I Universe # level Matrix NADA HOVA
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for your Christed Identity and making a stand for Personal and Global Freedom. B.
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and Stations of Identity ................................................................................. ........... 23
The Interwoven Body-Mind-Spirit System ................

Hova Bodies and Identity Levels ..................................................................... ..... ..
.......................... 25 Supplementary Exercises .... ....
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of the human identity. The bio-energetic techniques provided in this program are designed

multidimensional levels of identity and anatomy, and the spiritual integration process. The
focus of

human anatomy and identity and the energetic Hova Bodies, which house the multi-
dimensional

will encounter the identity aspects of the Incarnate, the Soul and Archetype, the Over-
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Creation and Higher Identity Integration process. However, it is not necessary to review the

your own Higher Identity begins to integrate into your consciousness. This course represents
the

integrating your Higher Identity Levels. The energy accelerations produced by Course-1
Techniques are
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expansion. Your Higher Identity will regulate the rate of your growth, according to what

often your Higher Identity will communicate with you directly through the medium of dreams.

and your Highest Identity levels, (far more than simply "opening the doors

with your Higher Identity. To receive full benefit from the program, focus your attention
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Morphogenetic Field. Source Identity can perpetually experience Itself in individual, manifest
forms through projection

experience individuation of identity and manifestation of form through a progressive
expansion and projection

Source represents breaking identity down into smaller gestalt packages, within the



dimensional scale, and

of dimensionalized gestalt identity, through sequentially merging the dimensionalized scalar
grids of the Crystalline

levels of gestalt identity. Merging the morphogenetic fields of gestalt identity creates a
sequential

fields of gestalt identity creates a sequential expansion of consciousness back into its original
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processes of higher identity embodiment, through which the conscious awareness would
naturally expand into

and Avatar level identity embodiment to commence. The morphogenetic (energetic template)
imprint of

and the embodied identity is progressively enabled to perceive and participate in action
taking

a full Avatar identity- as was exemplified 2000 years ago by Jesheua Melchizedek (

nature of conscious identity will be comprehended. The evolutionary expansion or digression
of body
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with the higher identity structure and path of higher evolution. In greater terms, the

human body and identity, are built upon complex arrangements of Geomantic Intelligence. It
is

structure of manifest identity perpetually receives its structural integrity and its impetus for
expansion

DNA with the identity structure of the Soul and the higher aspects of multi-

of multi-dimensional identity. The realignment of biology and multi-dimensional identity
accelerates the

and multi-dimensional identity accelerates the process of awakening higher consciousness
and perception. Through

the higher-dimensional identity levels, the experiential realities of higher-dimensional reality
fields open
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and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute, perpetual motion fission/fusion
generators. 1. Particum

which matter and identity will manifest. 2. Partiki Grids: The fabric of morphogenetic field
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D-5 Archetype Identity 1. The HU-2 Alphi Hova body (Soul Matrix

the station of Identity corresponding to the D-5 grid is the Archetype. The

the station of Identity corresponding to the D-2 grid is the Instinctual-Emotional
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field & I identity dimensionally separated by controlling the I angle of the Dimensional
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and Stations of Identity The word Hova means a Triadic Harmonic Light (scalar

higher stations of Identity and the morphogenetic Crystal Body. Through this process At-one-

with our spiritual identity & God Consciousness is achieved. Integration of the higher identity

of the higher identity progressively changes the nature of the biological form, so biological

are one. Originally identity integration took place through one incarnational lifetime. Due to
morphogenetic
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15 Chakras. Cosmic Identity Structure = 8 stations of Identity, 5 within the Time

8 stations of Identity, 5 within the Time Matrix and 3 within the Energy
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Hova Bodies and Identity Levels Substance Anatomy of Morphogenetic Identity The 8
Morphogenetic Bodies

Anatomy of Morphogenetic Identity The 8 Morphogenetic Bodies & Tonal Translations of the
Stellar

Dimensions Harmonic density identity Memory Record Matrix # Universe# t~~e level
Subconscious :
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and multi-dimensional identity integration, while setting up multi-dimensional protection grids
that will

Page:  29

multidimensional levels of identity. Verse 1: I AM a Child of the Original ONE,
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the Soul Matrix Identity and contains the Astral Mind of the 4th. Dimension, the

matrix of the identity"s Harmonic Universe-2 Soul manifestation, the memory of the Nada

of the Incarnate identity, constitutes Sou/Integration, the state of cognitive expansion within
which

Archetype: The Archetype Identity is the portion of the multi-dimensional mind that
corresponds

the Soul Gestalt Identity in dimensions 4, 5 and 6 (Harmonic Universe-2).

2). The Archetype Identity of D-5 is the central control consciousness for the

level of higher identity integration is called Sou/Integration, the process by which the

of the Soul Identity merges, through the bio-energetic field and DNA, with the



of the Incarnate Identity. Through Anchoring the Archetype, to expedite the process of Soul

5th-Dimensional Archetype Identity is progressively brought into merger with the 2nd-
Dimensional Emotional

the Soul Matrix Identity within the Incarnate Identity. As distortions in the Incarnates Nada

within the Incarnate Identity. As distortions in the Incarnates Nada Hova Body (dimensions

expands the Incarnate Identity from a 3-dimensional consciousness to a 6-dimensional
consciousness,
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of its higher identity anatomy, 3 levels of ascended mastery consciousness, a being within

its ascended mastery identity levels. On the first projection into time, the morphogenetic field

the ascended mastery identity. As a being proceeds to evolve within the dimensions of

first the dimensionalized identity levels, then finally with the ascended mastery identity levels,
beyond

the ascended mastery identity levels, beyond time, when the consciousness has merged its 5

embodied within the identity"s morphogenetic field and these codes will remain as the
consciousness

of the dimensionalized identity aspects, where they will manifest as dormant potentials within
the

transcendent levels of identity, do not qualify as true Ascended Masters unless their gestalt

Ultra-terrestrial personal identity that corresponds to the final 3 of 8 Hova Bodies,

the eternal gestalt identity levels stationed within the 3 non-dimensionalized levels of the

the Geomantic Entity identity of the Triadic Level, the RishA identity of the Polaric

Level, the RishA identity of the Polaric Level and the Eckar identity of the

and the Eckar identity of the Eckatic Level. Though all humans are not able

mastery levels of identity in the current lifetime, they can accelerate the process of
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death cycle, the identity will have the choice of returning to incarnate as an

the ascended master identity levels within this lifetime begins the process of aligning the

Avatar: The Avatar Identity is the portion of the multi-dimensional identity that corresponds

the multi-dimensional identity that corresponds to the Mahara Hova Body of Harmonic
Universe

density. The Avatar identity level represents the 12-dimensional state of cognitive expansion
one

includes all incarnational identity aspects positioned within the lower dimensions. When one
has integrated

of the Avatar identity level, the perception of time, space and matter changes to

of the Avatar identity connects the Etheric matter Over-Soul Matrix of Harmonic Universe-



Ante-matter Rishi Identity in Harmonic Universe-S (Raja Hova Body, dimensions 13-

includes the Avatar identity level, not all incarnates can fully embody the 12-dimensions

to their true identity, full embodiment of Avatar awareness and full10-12 strand DNA

from their Avatar identity and Rishi identity levels, which is not the same thing

identity and Rishi identity levels, which is not the same thing as full biological
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L L Avatar Identity represents the true meaning of "Christed Consciousness". One attaining

Over-Soul Matrix Identity and contains the Ketheric Mind of Dimension-7, the Monadic

matrix of the identity"s Harmonic Univers-3 manifestations, the memory contained within the
lower

Sour and Avatar identity (higher dimensional identity levels) progressively embodies, within
physically incarnate

(higher dimensional identity levels) progressively embodies, within physically incarnate form,
over the course

its higher-dimensional identity (Hova Bodies of the multidimensional morphogenetic field),
progressively activating

process of higher identity embodiment (through Hova Body merger) can occur iri one

process of higher identity embodiment and evolution through dimensional ascension,
whereby physical death and

become necessary for identity integration to occur over many lifetimes. Through
understanding the inherent

processes of higher identity integration and embodiment, consciousness expansion into
multidimensionality and bodily dimensional

by the incarnate identity to restore the morphogenetic field for rapid consciousness
expansion, DNA
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reality , individuated identity, time, space and matter can be experienced by consciousness.
Dimensions
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of Ascended Mastery identity (the Geomantic Entity, the RishA and the Eckar) correspond

Energy Matrix. Gestalt Identity: One identity formed of many smaller identities, whose
consciousness is

Gestalt Identity: One identity formed of many smaller identities, whose consciousness is
greater than

primordial structure of identity individuation from Source as occurs f · Crea · n

of manifest beings identity aestalts are rormea n ex ..... =:- c-;: -C50

is a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Incarnates, each Over-Soul a

Soul a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Souls, each Avatar a gestalt



Avatar a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Over-Souls, each Rishi a

Rishi a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Geomantic Entities, each Eckar a

Eckar a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 RishA, each Monad a gestalt

Monad a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Eckars, each God-Seed a

Seed a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Monads, the Yunasai (central

an infinite gestalt identity that perpetually projects sets of 12 God-Seeds into manifestation.

fragmentation of Source identity into individuated gestalts of consciousness and its reciprocal
accretion (
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return to Source identity. God-Seed: The God-Seed represents the core tonal structure

projection into gestalt identity that consciousness encounters when it individuates from
Source consciousness. The

of gestalt of identity that exists as a complex geometrically organized tonal grid, within

as the Yusette identity level, the "I Am this I Am" eternal identity

I Am" eternal identity that perpetually exists in a state of At-One-ment

Hova Bodies and identity levels of the human consciousness. Each Monad holds, within itself,

Bodies of all identity levels with the Original Point of Creation. This realignment begins

Human anatomy and identity spans the 15-Dimensional structure of the 5 Harmonic
Universes

harmonics of our identity represent the stations of our consciousness as they are held

harmonics of human identity are also manifest within the gross matter to ante-matter

the Soul Matrix identity of HU-2 is a manifest body of less dense

Over-Soul Matrix identity of HU-3 is a manifest body of "ghost-

the Avatar Matrix identity of HU-4. is a The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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the Rishi Matrix identity of HU-5 is an ante-matter scalar wave grid

manifest stations of identity and transmuted into ante-matter, which constitutes completing
full Dimensional

of Ascended Mastery identity. Higher Identity: In terms of the structure of human
consciousness,

Mastery identity. Higher Identity: In terms of the structure of human consciousness, the
Higher

consciousness, the Higher Identity represents the progression of levels of consciousness
expansion that exist

the earthly incarnate identity. Human Bio-Spiritual Evolution is the process by which the

which the incarnate identity progressively incorporates these higher identity levels into
awareness through Hova



incorporates these higher identity levels into awareness through Hova Body merger, which
progressively transmutes

and returns the identity to its original . form of consciousness as the God-

The progression of identity levels of the human are; the Incarnate - the Soul

human multi-dimensional identity and the corresponding 3 dimensions (or frequency fields),
3

associated with each identity level. The correspondences are as follows: Time Matrix- Ariea
Hova

Body - Incarnate identity - the subconscious mind, instinctual/intuitive and reasoning
mindsdimensions, chakras,

- Soul Matrix identity gestalt - the astral, archetypal and angelic minds - dimensions,

Over-Soul Matrix identity gestalt - the Ketheric, monadic and Keriatric minds - dimensions,

Mahara Hova BodyAvatar identity gestalt - the Christiac, Buddhiac and Nirvanic minds -
dimensions,

highest level of identity that can embody in a human form). HU-5- Ante-

Hova Body- Rishi identity gestalt - Universal mind - dimensions, chakras, auric field levels

Body- Geomantic Entity identity gestalt. Polaric Matrix- DiOmni Hova Body - RishA identity
gestalt.

Body - RishA identity gestalt. Eckatic Matrix - Prima Hova Body- Eckar identity gestalt.

Hova Body- Eckar identity gestalt. Through the process of progressively merging the Hova
Body

levels, an incarnate identity progressively expands its awareness into each higher identity
level and

into each higher identity level and activates the corresponding 12 DNA strands, while
transmuting

Incarnate: The Incarnate Identity is the portion of the multi-dimensional identity that
corresponds

the multi-dimensional identity that corresponds to the Nada Hova Body of Harmonic
Universe-
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biology. The Incarnate identity level represents the 3-dimensional state of cognitive
expansion one

cognition. The Incarnate identity represents the individual personality as it manifests in a
given

lifetime. The Incarnate identity can expand beyond its present perceptual and bio-
neurological limitations

process of Higher Identity Integration to begin. Through the process of Higher Identity
Integration,

process of Higher Identity Integration, the Incarnate will expand to become a Multi-vector

with the Higher Identity as DNA activation progresses and the Subconscious and Instinctual
minds



of the Incarnate identity through activation of the 4th DNA strand and integration of

4th-Dimensional Astral identity, the first level of the Sou/Integration process. Once Soul

flows through the identity and its manifest parts. The Kee-Ra-ShA energies represent

Matrix and higher identity levels and into the Earth"s core, where the race morphogenetic
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between the higher identity levels connects with the body"s Kundalini through the Pineal and

Body merger and identity integration progresses, the corresponding Kee-Ra-ShA spiral begins
running

to receive Higher Identity Integration, corresponds to chakras and DNA strands 1-3, the
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of the Avatar identity and contains the Christiac Mind of the 1Qth.Dimension, the

matrix of the identity"s Harmonic Universe-4 liquid light Pre-matter manifestation, all
memory

of the Incarnate identity constitutes Avatar integration, or becoming "Christed", the state of

of form and identity. These are called Dimensional Merkaba Spirals. There are larger Merkaba

the levels of identity and Hova Body scalar grids, within the human multi-dimensional

To accomplish higher identity embodiment, through Soul and Over-Soul Integration, the
phase-lock
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process of Higher Identity Integration. The Merkaba Vehicle allows for release of one"s
phase-

3-dimensional Incarnate identity, a condition that is called Nethra Phase Merkaba Vehicle.
Through

working toward Higher Identity Integration and activation of dormant DNA and chakras,
many people

embody the Avatar identity and Mahara Hova Body of HU-4, will be able
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Body merger, Higher Identity embodiment and Dimensional Ascension to take place.
Transmutation of the

of the Incarnate Identity and contains the Subconscious/ Cellular Mind of the 151-Dimension,

matrix of the identity"s Harmonic Universe-1 incarnations and the Individual Cellular Memory
Record,

opened to Higher Identity Integration through activation of dormant DNA strands an the 1st

The Over-Soul Identity is the portion of the multi-dimensional identity that corresponds

the multi-dimensional identity that corresponds to the Betcha Hova Body of Harmonic
Universe-
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The Over-Soul identity represents the 9~ dimensional state of cognitive expansion one
experiences

of the Rishi Identity Gestalt and contains the Universal Conscious Mind of Dimensions 13-

matrix of the identity"s Harmonic Universe-5 Rishi manifestations, memory of all lower Hova

Rishi: The Rishi Identity is the portion of the multi-dimensional identity that corresponds

the multi-dimensional identity that corresponds to the Raja Hova Body of Harmonic Universe-

form. The Rishi identity represents the 15-Dimensional state of cognitive expansion one
experiences

expanded into Rishi identity, perception expands to 15-Dimensional Multi-vector
Consciousness, a state

integrated their Rishi identity into their bio-energetic field are called Consummates (4th-
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incarnations of the identity in time. The Silicate Matrix was designed for long term
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manifestations of the identity remain as dormant sequences of "moment hologram" that will

evolution of the identity in time. Time is actually a progression through various levels
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the levels of identity, the chakra system, levels of the auric field, the Hova

of the Incarnate identity level, to the Nada Hova Body and Nethra Merkaba Field

the Soul Matrix identity level, to the Alphi Hova Body and Hallah Phase Merkaba

the Avatar Matrix identity, to the Mahara Hova Body and Mahunta Phase Merkaba Vehicle
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Soul: The Soul Identity is the portion of the multi-dimensional identity that corresponds

the multi-dimensional identity that corresponds to the Alphi Hova Body of Harmonic
Universe-

density. The Soul identity represents the 6- dimensional state of cognitive expansion one
experiences

Incarnate and Rishi identity levels, which activates and accelerates the process of Soul
embodiment,

Energy Matrices. Human Identity and Stair Step Creation Human consciousness first
individuates within the

levels of individuated identity have their being. The Yunasai creates many God-Seeds and
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with the energy-identity and created in the image of the Yunasai, they too
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hierarchy of Gestalt identity, out of which we each emerge, we can begin to

of our energy-identity drops to a lower, slower level, creating the experience of

of our energy-identity rises and we begin the process of Dimensional Ascension, the

multi-dimensional gestalt identity (the 8 Hova Bodies) and expanding our dimensionalized
consciousness
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the higher spiritual identity, proving an orientation to the roadmap of multi-dimensional
human

the earth Incarnate identity (Nada Hova Body, dimensions 1-3) and the gestalt

the gestalt Rishi identity (Raja Hova Body dimensions 13-15). Introducing the electro-

levels of gestalt identity, which exist beyond the dimensionalized structures of time. This
exercise

Body and Rishi identity level of dimensions 13-15. Linking with the Rishi-Raja

process of higher identity embodiment. Technique 2 uses the Keylontic Symbol Code of the
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the Soul Matrix identity (AI phi Hova Body) are opened within the morphogenetic

5th Dimensional Archetype Identity is the control center for the Soul Matrix identity (

the Soul Matrix identity (AI phi Hova Body) and in this exerCise it

of the Incarnate identity and the Soul Matrix identity for Sou/Integration. Through this

the Soul Matrix identity for Sou/Integration. Through this exercise 5th-Dimensional frequency
is

the corresponding Eckar identity level or God-Self, which represents the original Seed of

Over-Sou/ Matrix Identity (Betcha Hova Body) are opened within the morphogenetic field,

Bth dimensional Monad identity is the level of mind that functions as the control

the Over-Sou/ identity (Betcha Hova Body), and in this exercise it is

the Soul Matrix identity (A/phi Hova Body) and the Over-Soul identity

the Over-Soul identity (Betcha Hova Body) for Over-Sou/ Integration. Through this
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the Over-Soul identity (Betcha Hova Body), the Soul identity (Aiphi Hova

Body), the Soul identity (Aiphi Hova Body) and the Incarnate identity (Nada

and the Incarnate identity (Nada Hova Body), to expedite Soul and Over-Soul

Body integration and identity expansion can progress unimpeded. Using this technique allows
one to
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levels of gestalt identity that are held in place by interwoven, multidimensional
morphogenetic fields,

the energy and identity of God. Explores the reality of attaining At·One-

the God-Seed identity, which keeps the Incarnates growth rate in harmony with that

of the higher identity gestalts, so the Incarnates bio-energetic systems can stay balanced
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forms and conscious identity will manifest. This occurs microcosmically and macrocosmically.
Therefore, the universe
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scales. Multi-dimensional Identity The human organism, in truth, is a multi-dimensional
construct.

groups expression). Human identity and biology come into being as a projection of
consciousness

collective cosmic MF identity. This collective is a massive gestalt of conscious identity, which

gestalt of conscious identity, which is referred to by many names; God, Source, Prime

Sun, etc.). Human identity comes into being as a projection of consciousness, arising from

distinct portions of identity and awareness, then manifest in "time". Each has multiple

e~pressions of identity in which singular identities and biologies are created. Each
corresponds

though conscious physical identity itself is primarily located in 03, intuitive identity in 02

in 03, intuitive identity in 02 The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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and subconscious identity in lower 02 and 01. This illustrates how the dimensions

of multi-dimensional identity are stationed). Understanding human nature requires more than
just understanding

expressions of conscious identity. Therefore, incarnate identity exists as one part of a large

identity. Therefore, incarnate identity exists as one part of a large identity gestalt, stationed

of a large identity gestalt, stationed in the higher bodies. Higher dimensional identities
represent

the human incarnate identity. Nevertheless, it is correct to assume that the physical body

various levels of identity, which "separate" all of the bodies. In truth, everything

expansion of incarnate identity into higher reality fields, the object of focus concerns the

body dynamics. Evolution, identity integration and the higher bodies represent the interwoven
nature of

of pure conscious identity. The progressive transmutation of physical form and integration of
higher
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integration of higher identity levels by setting the process in motion. The dimensional bodies

specific aspects of identity. The consciousness, which dominates one Hova body, can be
employed

- 150 Incarnate identity Soul identity Over soul identity Avatar I Christed identity Rishi,

Incarnate identity Soul identity Over soul identity Avatar I Christed identity Rishi, I Am

identity Over soul identity Avatar I Christed identity Rishi, I Am This", Monadic identity

Avatar I Christed identity Rishi, I Am This", Monadic identity (the monadic identity

Am This", Monadic identity (the monadic identity is the first station to emerge

(the monadic identity is the first station to emerge beyond "time". It

three levels of identity or three "Aspects of Mind", from within which one

which compose soul identity; the physical body having expanded to accommodate up to 40
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fragments of its identity and returns back to its source ........ through which the

the multiple bodies identity"s and levels of consciousness). The key to the process, from

has a unique identity and individuation which lies outside of all time/space dimensions.

space dimensions. This identity is called "the Seed of Consciousness" - the original

retains the original identity set within the original seed of consciousness, or permanent atom.
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of these conscious identity levels are unique to themselves, yet simultaneously, are all
connected

fragments of individuated identity that have spiraled into the Time Matrix, progressively re-
merge

this reintegration of identity the individuated consciousness progressively expands back into
its original wholeness,

When the original identity has been reassembled, the sentient consciousness then expands
beyond the
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expanded design of identity is cast into the Time Matrix for evolution. The processes

consciousness, cognition and identity. Pure, sentient, creative force. This force perpetually
expands through new

the reintegration of identity for its eventual return to At-One-Ment and co-

dilemma for the identity in time. Due to it"s experience in dimensionalized consciousness, the

the multi-dimensional identity structure, corrupting (and eventually severing) the stream of
consciousness,

tethers the individual identity to it"s seed consciousness within the God Mind. (this
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- If an identity is severed from its original stream of consciousness, that identity

of consciousness, that identity can no longer draw life force substance to itself directly

done through the identity"s connection to the seed of consciousness. The identity therefore
becomes

of consciousness. The identity therefore becomes finite in nature, trapped in time,
perpetuating its

non-differentiation of identity and loss of the cognition of the awareness of God

with "Godly Identity". For human incarnates, the process of evolution is the process

fifteen dimensional human identity, the identity will be trapped in time, unable to re-

human identity, the identity will be trapped in time, unable to re-integrate with

original pattern of identity and individuation, the original fire letter scalar wave design that

Regeneration of the identity"s connection to the stream and seed of consciousness is not
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of the individual identity to this point of original innocence. The 8th Dimensional Spark

integrating multi-dimensional identity is set in motion. The "Spark" of the Living

dimensional aspect of identity, the Monad, the center of the Over Soul identity; this

the Over Soul identity; this is called "anchoring the Monad". The result is

of the dimensional identity levels and strands below. The MerKaBA & "Light Body"

15D levels of identity. MKB spirals are sets of counter rotating EM fields that
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blueprint keeps the identity and its manifest body locked within a three dimensional HU

bodies and 150 identity levels separate in time and space. In order for the

fire 3-dimensional identity levels is freed from its placement within space and time.

bodies, expansion of identity and consciousness, as well as transmutation of the cellular
form.

group of 3 identity levels. The position of the harmonic MKB spirals, when they
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and HU2 body/identity systems, i.e. the earthly incarnate with the Soul Matrix

the Soul Matrix identity. (referred to as "Hallah Phase"). This process creates

location of the identity, within corresponding space, time co-ordinates in HU1 and HU2,

HU2, and the identity becomes a fully embodied soul. In this phase, DNA strands

with the Soul identity. The Quatra phase MKB is a tripyramidal construct through which

through which the identity in HU1 (bi-located during Hallah phase) is turned

· 3. The identity becomes a fully embodied Over Soul with DNA strands 1-



body and Christ identity, the MKB again changes form as yet another MKB spiral

HU"s. When an identity evolves beyond HU5 it begins to incorporate non-dimensional reality
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matter and sentient identity manifest, are composed of crystalline micro particle units and so

levels of conscious identity that correspond to them, collectively the eight bodies of the

exist as conscious identity and energy. The human physical form is no exception. The

part of the identity of the morphogenetic HCB. There is little difference· between

of your energy identity that exists one dimension below your present moment state of

of your energy identity that that exists within the same dimensional bands as those

evolve beyond all identity with physical mater substance, through progressive integration and
expansion of
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of energy and identity, through the HCB and physical form, impeding the processes of
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blueprints as the identity evolved. Through the process of embodying the higher identity
levels,

embodying the higher identity levels, disharmonic, miasmic, thought crystallizations were
easily transmuted and realigned

thus the earthly identity was able to evolve in time with less matter density,

aligning the earthly identity with the higher identity levels. If it can be understood

with the higher identity levels. If it can be understood that karma is nothing

of Hova body identity occurs. Evolution of consciousness in time, that is unimpeded by
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dimensional expansion and identity integration is revealed. By dealing with the Karmic
Miasmic Imprint

through which its identity has emerged into individuation and into its present moment of

of consciousness, smaller identity consciousness gestalts are formed, in each of the five
HU"s.

universal web of identity, through which each individual member retains its connection to the
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other forms of identity) receive individuation while retaining their God connection, exists as a

a template of identity, through which the human body and consciousness are directly
connected

morphogenetic template of identity, upon which individual consciousness manifests, exists as
an intrinsic part



of the cosmic identity structure; and both the individual and the cosmos externally within

the personal, individuated identity as above, or superior to any other manifestation of the
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the multi-dimensional identity to reorder its consciousness into harmonic co-resonance with
the

personality and ego identity, into the greater aspects of gestalt identity, as contained within

aspects of gestalt identity, as contained within the family tree of consciousness - a

construct. The personal identity is not lost, overtaken or compromised within the expansion
of

become the gestalt identity- just as the identity of the child expands to become

just as the identity of the child expands to become the adult. As the

of multi-dimensional identity and the family tree of consciousness, out of which the

composed. Multidimensional human identity possesses five primary structures in time and
three outside of
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matter form and identity will manifest, within its respective HU. The three dimensional bodies

body merger and identity integration is the intrinsic process of human evolution through
time,

higher bodies and identity levels, the process of achieving At-One-Ment becomes clear

The levels of identity in these three bodies correspond to the three nondimensionalized levels

God Mind). The identity levels corresponding to these three matrices of Cosmic
consciousness are:

Eckar. As the identity progressively merges with the five higher bodies, the identity creates

higher bodies, the identity creates a progressively expanding scalar grid as the levels of

the levels of identity expand into integration. When viewed collectively, the eight higher
bodies

(or Monadic Identity Imprint). The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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as a gestalt identity MF, eternally stationed within the God Seed, within the God

for the Eckar identity and the smaller identities of the eight higher bodies for

for the individual identity incarnated in time. The Monad is the key to achieving

energy, consciousness and identity, through which the original Seed of Consciousness (SC)
and

of unified energy identity, within the gestalt of the Cosmic FTC and represents the

interconnected platforms of identity, through which the individual progressively expands as it
evolves to

Cosmic hierarchy of identity one can learn to use the individual consciousness in ways



the hierarchy of identity, directly to the Heart and Mind of God. The MCEO
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the hierarchy of identity. The process of re-merging the personal identity, within the

merging the personal identity, within the Pillar of Light, has been referred to as

Seed a Monadic identity other than the Melchizedek Collective. Through the course of
interstellar
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original God Seed identity. The practice of Melchizedek Ordination (MCO) can save the
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Codes, 16 Gestalt Identity, 31, 36 God,9, 10, 14, 16,23,28, 29,36,37,38,39, 49,50, 51

49,50, 59 Higher Identity, 11 , 12, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43 Higher Sel

69 Multi-dimensional Identity, 59 N Nada Hova Body. 31 , 34, 38, 40,
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level of higher identity and there are levels of identity that exist beyond this

are levels of identity that exist beyond this point.) We have accepted the scientific
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portions of personal identity, the energy identities of beings from other times, places or
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higher aspects of identity and Templar Security Team commissions; many more will be born
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portions of your identity and knowing that live within, you will discover alternative
perspectives

Page:  26

consciousness and greater identity, but no objective organization will be able to decipher the
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soul or an identity greater than what can be held within the confines of

Page:  35

in its finite identity that it blocks out cognition of and cooperation with the

to the soul identity. Some abductees will begin to remember the soul agreements they
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of reality and identity. Both "paths" exist simultaneously; one implies the other. They
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from the soul identity of the human are making a choice to move against
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be experienced. When identity becomes integrated and the human (or other biological being)

of the greater identity structures of which they are a part. The greater the

Page:  53

of time and identity. It will also help you to better understand your distorted

"tree of identity." Their species, like your own would represent a bud upon
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if the soul identity of the human was in agreement. As the Zeta already
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in your own identity with the intention of redirecting the abductors will prove well
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a greater energetic identity. This greater identity can be viewed as the portion of

identity. This greater identity can be viewed as the portion of their conscious awareness
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with their greater identity and innate spiritual connection. When used in negative applications
you

multitude of "identity fragments" that represent pieces of memory from both residual traces

coherent focus of identity in time. Should the unenlightened Zeta 65
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core unit of identity for that person as held within the Soul Matrix, and

Page:  71

Soul Matrix. The identity (individual human, for example) and its Dolus (double)

as one "identity package" within the Soul Matrix. There are twelve such identity

are twelve such identity packages within one Soul Matrix, each being extended into different

of these "identity packages," which we call "aspects" or Tauren exist at
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linear focus of identity in time, so as to become functional within linear, present-
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linear progression of identity through time. At that time exploring the "ghost" images
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as carriers of identity as well as carriers of the blueprints of matter. The
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wholeness of your identity. The key codes of access that were removed and placed
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to its true identity. A sleeping Starseed is not a threat (and is
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of the female identity as a balanced force, these subliminal campaigns are playing upon

must martyr personal identity in order to be "good parents." Women are being
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this soul family/identity grouping to assist you in strengthening this connection. Reserve
some
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consistent focus of identity in time. Chemical imbalances within the body systems will be
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from which individualized identity emerged. As with many of the other disengaged codes (
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boundary within your identity and conscious awareness. The emotional codes stored within
cellular structure

and the soul identity would diminish as the codes were progressively assembled, allowing
greater

amounts of energy, identity and awareness to filter into the physical body and intellectual

with the soul identity, creating a fully cognizant being in flesh. But your evolution
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nature of your identity, the workings of your body and the purpose for your
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of your awakened identity. Then you can begin to call the others home. Your

truth of your identity, can the Zeta and others bring harm to you. You

multidimensional reality and identity that flashes by everywhere around you. Just beyond the
distorted

its wholeness of identity. In other transmissions we will offer information on the technologies
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with that greater identity. Remember and awaken, and you will be safe. In the
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portions of your identity. In this way you will become enlightened, powerful and free
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creativity and personal identity to create "good little students" who obey their teachers
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old concepts of identity that you once accepted. You are intended to grow beyond

within the larger identity of these collectives. The Ranthia could be viewed as the

represent the greater identity gestalt (having a variety of race manifestations within various
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or extended energetic identity gestalt that is the foundation upon which all matter and



all matter and identity is built, spirituality, psychology and biology will evolve into the
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of your experiential identity you have yet to assimilate into your conscious awareness. Your
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connection with the identity gestalt from which their identity is created, they will become

from which their identity is created, they will become aware of these agreements and
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a reality and identity that is multidimensional. By the way, if you stumble upon
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind In this section we will provide

aspects of your identity. In Exercise 1, (See "The Dream-time Self-

Soul Matrix (identity levels stationed in dimensions 4-6). This exercise utilizes rudimentary
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind ter synthesize later DNA activations, thus

of multi-dimensional identity in order to gain sovereignty over the processes associated with

of multi-dimensional identity and a brief introduction to the Components of Mind associated

associated with these identity levels. Using this framework you will be able to begin

PRIMARY LEVELS OF IDENTITY AND THE FOUR COMPONENTS OF MIND. The "mind" is

portion of your identity that allows you to experience individuality. The mind exists as
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind ated. Dimensions are smaller organizations of

manifest form and identity. The bands of frequency that form the mind structure are

the blueprints for identity and matter manifes tation. The Keylon blueprint is the
Morphogenetic

Matrix the personal identity possess a 15-dimensional Morphogenetic Field (a "Keylon

connects the individual identity to the universe and to the cosmos. In universal structure

level of Triadic Identity (or 3- dimensional identity) stationed within the frequency bands

or 3- dimensional identity) stationed within the frequency bands of the 5 Harmonic
Universes.

the "Earthly identity" represents the portion of the mind that exists within Harmonic

HU-1 Triadic Identity is one of 6 primary identity levels that exist within

of 6 primary identity levels that exist within the Cosmic Unified Field. The 6

of Multi-dimensional Identity are as follows: 1. Triadic Identity 1: the Tauren (



follows: 1. Triadic Identity 1: the Tauren (the Incarnate Matrix)- HU-1, composed
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind 2. Triadic Identity-the Dora (

Mind 2. Triadic Identity-the Dora (the Soul Matrix)-HU-2, composed of

Logos"). 3. Triadic Identity-the Teura (the Oversoul Matrix)-HU-3, composed of

Logos"). 4. Triadic Identity-the Avatar (the Dolar Matrix)-HU-4, composed of

Logos"). 5. Triadic Identity-the Rishi (the Solar Matrix)-HU-5 , composed

Universal Logos"). 6. Identity Level-the Geomancy (the Yunasai Matrix) The 6th Primary

of Multi-dimensional Identity exists beyond the structure of ISdimensional construction.
Collectively called the

eternal gestalt of identity that is non-dimensionalized and free from space-time-matter

Creative Force. This identity level is called the Geomantic Entity--or Geomancy. All other

other levels of identity and mind and the structures of all dimensional systems exist

Geomantic Entity Gestalt identity. Through the Geomancy all things, beings and
consciousness are connected

Central Creative Gestalt Identity of Source Mind. The structure of the 6 Primary Levels

of Multi-dimensional Identity represent a literal Family Tree of Consciousness through which
all

HU-1 incarnate identity the process of evolution is the process of incorporating all

of multi-dimensional identity into the conscious cognition of "I am .... "

awakening multi-dimensional identity is to bring the Superconscious Mind of the HU-2
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind cally focused personality. This process is

of your personal identity that manifests as the physical body form and the crystalline

this portion of identity that is accessed when using techniques such as hypnosis. The
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind Chakra and the Etheric Body (

hold the individuated identity in place while keeping the identity intimately connected to the

while keeping the identity intimately connected to the Soul Matrix and to the guiding

personality and Soul Identity. This area of chaotic energy represents the first level of

distortions within the identity. Keylontic Science techniques can be used to "side step"
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind III. The Reasoning Mind: the Logical/

to allow the identity to observe and experience the illusion of matter-density and



of individuated biological identity within the framework of space-time-matter. It is a

to the ego identity. Due to genetic distortions and the present level of genetic
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind serves to unite the physical body/

dimensional levels of identity. The Dream self/higher self, the Astral self and the

the second triadic identity of the multi-dimensional identity structure , exists within the

the multi-dimensional identity structure , exists within the D-4 through D-6
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind nected to each other and to

which the individuated identity is imbued with purpose, intention, motivation and the literal
life-

through which the identity recognizes the plural nature of its simultaneous existence in
various

The Soul Matrix identity manifests as a singular, lessdense matter body within the frequency

1. The incarnate identity was designed to expand back into the Soul Matrix identity

the Soul Matrix identity following death or transmutation of the HU-1 physical body.

dimensional levels of identity and to the original Geomantic Entity Gestalt that exists eternally

of your personal identity that holds the awareness of "who I was before

to the astral identity, the group Incarnational Soul and also to the race mind,

of your Archetypal identity that knows itself as a singular-being-composed-of-many
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind Angelic awareness, DNA strands 4, 5
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind THE DREAM~TIME SELF~HYPNOSIS EXERCISE

portion of your identity that is aware within the body cells. Ask the body
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind you to locate the information you
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind practice again during the next sleep
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind signature of the contents. There will

Code morphogenetic energy identity of the thoughts, images, emotions and sensations
contained within the
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind As You Awaken 5. As you
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind flow of sensations and images will
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind avid dream recall, but it may
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind the material as it runs through

and Levels of Identity and expedite the process of Soul Integration. 151
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind THE KEYLONTA CODE PRE~ACTIVATION
EXERCISE

and Levels of Identity. The Keylon Codes work subliminally to affect the Components of

of multi-dimensional identity. The Pre-activation Keylonta Symbol Codes do not add or

higher frequency energy/identity/awareness/information from the Soul Matrix and
accelerates the process
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind Things You Will Need A. The
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind to the body consciousness/Subconscious Mind.
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind Continue to pay attention to your
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind The process of Keylontic Symbol Code

manifest biology and identity are built and a Dream self that represents a more
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Levels of Identity and Components of Mind tively within your waking state of
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con, sciousness and identity of our singular Source or God. Beings are frequently unequal
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my own higher identity, because she"s part of myself on the Avatar level, she"s

Page:  3

higher levels of identity will take the course that most suits you. It"s not

Page:  9

higher portions of identity should be treated with the same respect. We"re so used
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higher portions of identity are there and talking. Now imagine yourself asleep at the
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frequency and higher identity integration, one of the things we do need to learn
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path of higher identity integration, of ascension. Or if at least, if you"re choosing
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of the same identity saying, you know, "I"m better at this, this is
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reaching for higher identity integration, we begin to work consciously with our Eternal Selves
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processes of Higher Identity Integration. If our professional service communities, built upon
limited paradigms
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questions regarding their identity and what "makes them different" than others, considered
to

Page:  8

perspective that the identity of the Indigo"s can be known. As we come to

personal reality and identity, I have come to know precisely what that means. In

dimensional attributes of identity, and an expansive picture of human evolution that
threatens to
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and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute, perpetual motion fission/fusion
generators. 2. Dimensions
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of the Indigo identity we must V reclaim the Lost History of our lineage

To understand the identity of Indigos we must understand our own inter-dimensional/inter-
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Rishi levels of identity (HU-4 and HU-5), rather than from the

of the parent"s identity agree to allow their incarnate genetic code to be accelerated

between their earth identity and their Soul Matrix. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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0 Identity Heritage- The 15-Dimensional Structure of Identity and DNA *

Dimensional Structure of Identity and DNA *Dimensions are fixed scalar-wave grids that

of the personal identity. (Fire Letter Sequences of both parents are added to

Dimensional Structure of Identity. The imprint and activation level of the DNA/Fire Letter

much of the identity can fully embody within and become accessible to, the portion

the portion of identity focused in the body. The true process of Bio-Spiritual

as the embodied identity progressively draws in more frequency/consciousness from the
dimensional Unified



consciousness- the Avatar identity. The Oraphim Double-Diamond Sun DNA is built on 12-

Sequences- the Rishi Identity. The Emerald Sun DNA contains the 30 sequences from the

of Ascended Mastery Identity. Indigo children are born with the genetic potential for Avatar

Mastery levels of identity. For most earth incarnates this takes many cycles of life
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Dimensional Levels of Identity, DNA and Indigo Children ""-----------------------------------
--------~ The DNA represents fixed scalar-

3 Levels of Identity focused in the Energy Matrix. 3 levels of the Energy

embody the Avatar identity and open the consciousness to Ascended Master Identity Levels.
Indigo

to Ascended Master Identity Levels. Indigo Children are Avatars and Ascended Masters
waiting to
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activation and higher identity embodiment took place. By the time a child reached age
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Activation ~ Embodied Identity Phase-locked into 3-D Perception SOUL INTEGRATION: Age
12-
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part of the identity attempts to clear the distorted DNA imprint by counterbalancing it
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addiction as the identity tries to numb itself from the near constant feeling of

the Nephilim avatar identity attempts to over-run the identity, the Oraphim avatar will

over-run the identity, the Oraphim avatar will assert its authority, shutting down the
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which the Avatar identity may embody and the consciousness may expand into the Rishi

into the Rishi identity level. * Type-2 Indigos are one Oraphim avatar in
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which the Avatar identity may embody and the consciousness may expand into the Ascended

the Ascended Masters identity levels. Type-1 Indigos always incarnate through WALK-IN
agreements,

and the Avatar identity walks-in (transfers the spirit essence into the body)
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higher aspects of identity and Templar Security Team commissions; many more will be born
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and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute, perpetual motion fission/ fusion
generators. 2. Partiki

whic matter and identity will manifest. A. 0 ~ ~ B. The Morphogenetic Field
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and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute, perpetual motion fission/ fusion
generators. 2. Dimensions
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PHYSICS OF SPIRITUAL IDENTITY • BECOMING YOUR OWN "EXPERT"; CONSCiOUS
EVOLUTION AND 810-
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OF YOUR SPIRITUAL IDENTITY • REMEMBERING THE ROAD-MAP TO THE ETERNAL SELF TO

INTEGRATE YOUR MULTIDIMENSIONAL IDENTITY. • REDISCOVER THE 15-DIMENSIONAL
HUMAN ANATOMY AND CORRESPONDING LEVELS
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"INNER CHRIST" IDENTITY TO ESTABLISH A DIRECT, PERSONAL CONNECTION TO THE
ONE-SOURCE

OWN HIGHER DIMENSIONAL IDENTITY LEVELS. • BE WILLING TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY
FOR YOUR OWN
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TO YOUR ETERNAL IDENTITY YOU CAN HELP OTHER PEOPLE TO AWAKEN, AND YOU CAN
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Avatar "Christed" Identity Incarnate Identity Chakras 10-12 Chakras 1-3 ,Mahunta

Christed" Identity Incarnate Identity Chakras 10-12 Chakras 1-3 ,Mahunta Phase Merkaba
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HU-1 Incarnate Identity • Taurenic Body (Subconscious, Instinctual & Reasoning Minds) 2.
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Dimensiona/ Levels of Identity, DNA and Indigo Children The DNA represents fllCed scalar-
wave

3 Levels of Identity focused in the Energy Malrix. 3 1evels of the Energy

embody the Avatar identity and open the consciousne&S to Ascended Mester Identity Levels.

to Ascended Mester Identity Levels. Indigo Children are Avatars and Ascended Mastars
waiting to
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KNOWLEDGE FROM HIGHER IDENTITY LEVELS. 14. CHANGE IN SLEEPING AND EATING
PATTERNS. 15. TEMPORARY
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Christos level of identity at 012 and then block out anything that tries to
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transposed their race identity and adopted the Hebrew groups and have been calling
themselves

transposition of race identity to occur, where the individuals that were sent in by

reclaim our own identity, first of all. We will begin to realize we have
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its Eckari-3 identity, which would occur one month later in fulfillment of the

Simultaneously, the Indigo identity enters the standard "2 Twelve Cycles" comprising the
1728

oscillating incarnate soul identity of itself from the Density-2 Tara Time Cycle within
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12 Christiac Avatar identity aspects stationed in Inner Earth and Density-2 Sirius B

and Sirius B identity aspects of the Eieyani avatar transmute their bodies to Density-

the Christiac Avatar identity "Walks In" to physical embodiment, releasing the birth soul

The Christiac Avatar identity, now intertwined with, and responsible for the DNA Template of
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consciousness anchors its identity and Christos Manifestation Template within the FIRST 8
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as the incarnate identity experiences in single-life time-vectors, several cycles of Density-
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12 Christos Avatar identity level will slowly release the Khundaray Activation Frequencies
through which
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Avatar level of identity ... and allow it, and your own self, AS SOURCE,
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"INNER CHRIST" IDENTITY TO ESTABLISH A DIRECT, PERSONAL CONNECTION TO THE
ONE-SOURCE
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between the human identity and 12 dimensions of reality within which the human anatomy

Level of · Identity. Christos Love is a state of full Frequency Resonance with

Hova Body Avatar Identity allows for the experiential embodiment and transmission of
ChristosOmni-Love.

assist your higher identity levels to create transformation! Omni-Love is the natural structure
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of the Avatar Identity. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series · Presented by Adashi
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of that Common Identity. The Law of One recognizes that beings who conduct themselves

of their Divine Identity. Through healing and reawakening of the "God-Spark Within",

memory or individuated identity recognition, where it will be recycled by Source into other

its individuation of identity and the memory of its manifest experience, to consciously re-

Objective of Ascension, identity returns to Source along the Path of Divine Right Order

of limited, finite identity and a return to Source through the Path of Chaos
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our organic Blessed Identity as Faces of God Manifest, our choices and our worlds
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personal Inner Christos identity. It is absolutely appropriate to embody genuine humility and
offer

God-given Blessed Identity, which is your own personal, inborn, indelible living connection to
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truth, knowledge or identity. The Founders will NOT endorse abuse, violation or exploitation
of
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levels of personal identity, the spiritual identity of the Soul, govern the process of



identity, the spiritual identity of the Soul, govern the process of the personal Manifestation

which the higher identity and earthly identity integrate to become one. In advanced ancient

identity and earthly identity integrate to become one. In advanced ancient human cultures,
Bio-
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spiritual portions of identity. Color and Symbol possess power as MATHEMATICALLY
ENCODED directors of
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higher dimensional spiritual identity integration. This SONG is also used to open the 8th
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aspects of human identity that compose the "spiritual body" represent the stations of

Ascension, the embodied identity progressively unifies the dimensionalized stations of its
consciousness and expands
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Bodies and Corresponding Identity Stations ("Hova" means Tri-tonal Scalar Grid) 1. Nada

HU-1 Incarnate Identity- Taurenic Body (Subconscious, Instinctual & Reasoning Minds) 2. AI

Seals keep human identity & Auric Levels dimensionally separate. Control Dimensional
Merkaba Field Axis
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Scalar Shield and Identity Level Correspondences The Morohoqenetic Field Scalar-wave
Template for the

Avatar "Christed" Identity Chakras 10-12 Mahunta Phase Merkaba (12 Dimensional Merkaba)

Hova Body Incarnate Identity Chakras 1-3 Doradic Shield Alphi Hova Body Soul Identity

Hova Body Soul Identity Chakras 4-6 Hallah Phase Merkaba ...... (6 Dimensional
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3 Levels of Identity focused in the Energy Matrix. 3 Levels of the Energy

embody the Avatar identity and open the consciousness to Ascended Master Identity Levels.
Indigo

to Ascended Master Identity Levels. Indigo Children are Avatars and Ascended Masters
waiting to

12 Christed Avatar Identity can take place. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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Jeshewua-9", whose identity became historically interwoven with that of Emerald Order
Avatar "
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Template. • The identity gestalt of the Maharati, which is projected from the 3

standing field of identity, is called the Mahara or "Universal Christ". The Mahara

Christ". The Mahara identity gestalt that forms Dimension 12 manifests as a field of
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expresses its infinite identity and intelligence in the form of intricate arrangements of Primal
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Conscious Awareness and Identity expressed in the form of standing points of energy; the

Presence of the identity of God, but rather illustrates the intelligence of God as
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field of conscious identity in the form of inaudible sound vibration that perpetually translates
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externalizations of the identity of God, and they serve as the foundation conscious energy

of externalized conscious identity out of which all beings incarnate into life expression in

and individuation of identity. • The 3 Tonal Fields of the Energy M~trix,

of energy and identity, in the form of fixed standing Sound-vibration waves, through
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externalization of the identity of God, the Primal Light Fields of the Kee-Ra-

a station of identity). The 3 Breneau Rishi collectives that form a Time Matrix

gestalts of conscious identity from which all individuated identities in that Time Matrix are
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stations of collective identity that are perpetually positioned within, and form the energetic
field
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Source of energy-identity often called "God", to perpetually become the multitudes of

conscious, intelligent energy-identity Source through and within which all creation eternally
exists. The

stations of conscious identity. Through these structures of multidimensional energy fields,
within which the

of the personal identity are focused, every being is indelibly connected to the central,

compose the spiritual identity creates the systematic ~ 63 TheMCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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energetic "spiritual" identity structure, the dynamics of which are inherently governed by the

the eternal spiritual identity. A Hova Body is a spherical electro-magnetic domain composed

the eternal conscious identity into specific cycles of space-time characteristic to the
dimensional

the individual"s conscious identity within the specific eternal fields of living, conscious tonal-
vibration

levels of energy-identity individuation within the eternal, living, energy-identity of Source-
God.

eternal, living, energy-identity of Source-God. Each Hova Body serves to energetically
connect

the individuated incarnate identity to its simultaneous incarnations and to a specific level of

The simultaneously existing identity collectives that are stationed within the 8 Hova Bodies of

by which an identity enters individual incarnation in time. The Hova Bodies are the

of one incarnate identity expressed in one carbon-based biological form in one Density-

A singular incarnate identity is called a Tauren. Corresponds to Telluric Kundalini Life Force

singular incarnate Tauren identity is one in a set of 12 Tauren, each placed
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Body holds the identity of the Singular Consciousness and connects the individual Tauren
identity

the individual Tauren identity to its Soul Matrix and Race Family of Consciousness. 2.

is the composite identity of 12 Density-1 Tauren incarnates expressed in one manifest

Singular Soul Matrix identity is called a Dora. Corresponds to Doradic Kundalini Life Force

Each singular Dora identity is one in a set of 12 Dora, each placed

Body holds the identity gestalt of the Race Family of Consciousness and connects the

the individual Dora identity to its Oversoul Matrix and Planetary Family of Consciousness. 3.

is the composite identity of 12 Density-2 Dora incarnates expressed in one manifest

Singular Oversoul Matrix identity is called a Teura. Corresponds to the Teuric Kundalini Life

Each singular Teura identity is one in a set of 12 Teura, each placed

holds the gestalt identity of the Planetary Family of Consciousness and connects the
individual

the individual Teura identity to its Avatar Matrix and Galactic Family of Consciousness. 4.

is the composite identity of 12 Density-3 Teura expressed in one manifest Liquid-

singular Avatar Matrix identity is called a Mahara. Corresponds to the Maharata Life Force

Each Singular Mahara identity is one in a set of 12 Mahara, each placed

holds the gestalt identity of the Galactic Family of Consciousness and connects the individual

the individual Mahara identity to its Rishi Matrix and Universal Family of Consciousness. 5.



is the composite identity of 12 Density-4 Mahara expressed in one manifest silica-

singular Rishi Matrix identity is called a Breneau. Corresponds to the Kee-Ra-ShA

Each singular Breneau identity is one in a set of 12 Breneau, each representing

holds the gestalt identity of the Universal Family of Consciousness and connects the Breneau

is the composite identity of 12 Density-5 Breneau expressed as one eternally manifest

Geomantic Entity Matrix identity is called a Ramyanas. Corresponds to the "Amethyst Flame"
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Each singular Ramyanas identity is one in a set of 12 Primal Ramyanas, each

Body holds the identity gestalt of the Triadic Cosmic Family of Consciousness and connects

is the composite identity of 12 Triadic Energy Matrix Ramyanas expressed as one eternally

singular RishA Matrix identity is called a Wachayanas. Corresponds to the "Gold Flame"

Each singular Wachayanas identity is one in a set of 12 Primal Wachayanas, each

Body holds the identity gestalt of the Polaric Cosmic Family of Consciousness cmd connects

is the composite identity of the 12 Triadic Energy Matrix Ramyanas and 12 Polaric

singular Eckah Matrix identity is called the Ah-hA-yanas or Grandeyanas. Corresponds to

sound vibration and identity individuation that perpetually exists within the eternal Void of
non-

Body holds the identity gestalt of the Eckatic Cosmic Family of Consciousness and connects

of the Omnipresent identity of Source-God, expressed in the form of The MCEO
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expressions of the identity of God. Scientific understanding of the laws of universal physics

nature of their identity and heritage within the ONENESS that is God. Therefore, "

expression of the identity of God. That which appears as evil requires healing and

which individuation of identity, and the experience of God knowing IT self through
objectification,

portions of God"s identity, within the limitless expanse of ITSELF. Portions of God"s
consciousness,

perceivable experience of identity individuation and objectified manifestation can be known.
The first individuated

projection of God"s identity, which exists as a singular Partiki unit vibration, an The
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of conscious energy-identity that is the first of 3 Khundaray Primal Sound Creation

and living energy-identity that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-13 pale blue-

living conscious energy-identity expressed in the form of Light radiation, which collectively
make



field of conscious identity that refers to itself as the Aha-hA-yanas or

the Eckah Grandeyanas identity is translated into audible sound as "rah" or Ra.

Field of energy-identity through which all things in our Time Matrix are manifested

projections of God"s identity exist as two Partiki unit tonal-vibration fields, one faster-

the Eckah Grandeyanas identity Blue Flame Tone polarizes within itself. Polarization of the
singular

of conscious energy-identity that is the second of 3 Khundaray Primal Sound Creation

and living energy-identity that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-14 pale yellow-

living, conscious energy-identity expressed in the form of Light radiation, which collectively
The
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field of conscious identity that refers to itself as the Wachayanas (pronounced Wa-

of the Wachayanas identity is translated into audible sound as "Da". The Yanas

of conscious energy identity that is the third of 3 Khundaray Primal Sound Creation

and living energy-identity that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-15 pale magenta-

living, conscious energy-identity expressed in the form of Light radiation, which collectively
make

field of conscious identity that refers to itself as the Ramyanas (pronounced Romyon-

of the Ramyanas identity is translated into aud ible sound as "khU" or

conscious, living energy-identity that are the 3 Primal Sound Creation Currents of the

Sound, or God"s identity first expressed in the form of an eternal standing-wave
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Source of Conscious Identity or God. In the Stair-Step Creation model, the term

reality and conscious identity of the singular Creative Source that on "------" Earth we
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of their energy-identity into the lower density fields in a multitude of form
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portions of ITs identity to become all things manifest, including you and me. •
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Soul and higher identity stations. The Inner Templar directly governs the health of the
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through which human identity experiences series of SIMULTANEOUS INCARNATIONS within
the various Time Cycles



Incarnations of the identity that exist within the Time Cycles of the Time Matrix

aspects of ETERNAL IDENTITY in time are indelibly linked in consciousness. This intrinsic
linking
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the Eternal Personal Identity that includes 1728 simultaneous incarnations, each placed
within various space-

the Eternal Personal Identity are incarnated into the Angelic Human race forms characteristic
to

Eternal Christos Avatar Identity that is simultaneously manifesting in The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®
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Personal Christos Eternal Identity represent the "reincarnational" heritage of every 12-Strand
Angelic

Eternal Personal Christos Identity to merge and unify within a singular embodiment, across
the
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Personal Eternal Christos Identity can be activated in one incarnation through sequential
activation of

and Christos Avatar Identity Integration, through progressively opening the "Trans-time DNA
Template
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"Chris ted" Identity 112s vectors Codes 1 t ld t"ty Chakras 1 0-
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Christos Identity Integration Through progressive activation of the 12-Strand DNA Template,

Personal Eternal Christos Identity progressively open. Opening of the Internal Star Gates of
the

and Christos Avatar Identity levels to sequentially and consciously embody within the Angelic
Human
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to the personal identity and consciousness once the "body disappears" through the organic
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form that the identity and consciousness adopt or "turn into" during the process

the consciousness, the identity would lose all focus of individuation, self-sentience and
memory,

transmutation, the conscious identity takes on the form of the Merkaba Vehicle, which holds

Vehicle, the conscious identity still "thinks, feels and perceives" through instantaneous Direct
Cognition,



Intention, the conscious identity AS the Merkaba Vehicle holds in conscious awareness the
destination

location, the conscious identity AS the Merkaba Vehicle will adopt the natural space-time-

Merkaba Vehicle), the identity has the ability to enter or leave its biological form
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and higher-dimensional identity levels, for Immortal biological longevity, and for formation of
the
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Avatar" higher-dimensional identity levels, for Immortal biological longevity, and for
formation of the
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Rishi higher-dimensional identity levels, and for formation of the Inter-universal Harmonic
Merkaba

levels of personal identity and consciousness can be fully embodied to create the condition
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final transmutation of identity out of the Time Matrix occurs as the Density-5

cognition of personal identity or of the significance and blessedness of the journey. Either
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Tribe-6 racial identity. The Vicherus races became known as the "Vikings", the
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transpose their race identity over the Angelic Human Tribe-S and Maji Grail Line
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higher-dimensional Spiritual Identity Integration since 3470BC. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings® Series Presented
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Currents and Spiritual Identity Integration. If the embodied Kathara Grid and DNA Template
are
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level of personal identity is bonded to and activated within the DNA to begin

process of Higher Identity embodiment, by which the Over-Soulldentity begins integration
with the

and Ultra-terrestrial Identity Gestalts from dimensions 13- the Eckatic Level.) Not everyone
has

the "Christed" identity level. LEVEL 4- Consummate. One who is born with a



Anchor the Rishi Identity (Dimensions 13-15) into the bio-energetic field of
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personal "Christos" identity until the full Christos name is privately revealed to the

6 Soul Matrix identity. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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RishA and Eckar identity levels of dimensions 7-15, plus those of the Khundaray,
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Axiatonal Line, Chakra, Identity Level and Memory Matrix Correspondences NADIAL CAPSULE:
(also called

1 Incarnate PersonalityTauren identity, the Sub-conscious, Instinctual and Ego-Reasoning
aspects of the

Incarnate Soul-Dora identity, the "Angelic Mind" and the Soul/Species Akashic Memory

Over-Soul- Teura identity, the "Archangelic Mind" and the Over-Soul/Planetary Akashic-

Incarnate Avatar-Dolus identity, the "Christos Avatar Mind" and the Avatar Galactic Dolaric

Rishi Consciousness Collective identity, the "Rishiac Universal Mind" and the Rishi/Universal
Memory
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of personal multidimensional identity. • Each of the 53-dimensional Harmonic Merkaba Fields
corresponding

corresponding levels of identity and consciousness (personality, Soul, Over-Soul, Avatar,
Rishi etc).
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Density Level. The identity can then re-manifest in another Density Level or space-
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"manifest" conscious identity. It exists at the position where the third dimensional field,
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Rishiac-Ascended Master identity levels within the cellular structure. Exercise - 2: Once per
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Avatar Maharata self identity) I decree now in this moment of KNOWING that all

Divine Blueprint self identity), DO NOW DECREE through the Divine Love, Wisdom and Power
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Avatar Maharata self identity) From this Still Point of my Wholeness in manifest decision,
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Angelic Human Race identity and obscure Illuminati-hybrid presence to prepare us all for

12 Christos Avatar Identity. The Founders" Bio-Spiritual Technologies allow the original
connection to
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Transposition of Race Identity" and world cultural dominion. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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is only One Identity in the whole entire cosmos and that is You. That
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and individuated conscious identity. Operates as minute, perpetual motion fission/fusion
generators. 2. Partiki

which matter and identity will manifest. A. 0 ~ ~ The Morphogenetic Field is
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Avatar Maharata self identity) From this Still Point of my Wholeness in manifest decision,
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Hova- HU-11ncarnate Identity- Taurenic Body (Subconscious, Instinctual & Reasoning
Minds) 2. Alp

Seals keep human identity & Auric Levels dimensionally separate. Control Dimensional
Merkaba Field Axis
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Axiatonal Line, Chakra, Identity Level and Memory Matrix Correspondences NADIAL CAPSULE:
(also called

Incarnate Personality-Tauren identity, the Sub-conscious, Instinctual and Ego-Reasoning
aspects of the

Incarnate Soul-Dora identity, the "Angelic Mind" and the Soul/Species Akashic Memory

Over-Soul-Teura identity, the "Archange/ic Mind" and the Over-Soul/Planetary

Avatar-Do/us identity, the "Christos Avatar Mind" and the Avatar Galactic Dolaric

Rishi Consciousness Collective identity, the "Rishiac Universal Mind" and the Rishi/Universal
Memory
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"manifest" conscious identity. It exists at the position where the third dimensional field,
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of personal multidimensional identity. •Each of the 53-dimensional Harmonic Merkaba Fields,
corresponding

corresponding levels of identity and consciousness (personality, Soul, Over-Soul, Avatar,
Rishi etc).
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Density Level. The identity can then remanifest in another Density Level or space-time
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Rishiac-Ascended Master identity levels within the cellular structure. Exercise • 2: Once per
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as the incarnate identity experiences several cycles of Density-1 incarnation, spanning many
thousands
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12 Christos Avatar identity level will slowly release the Khundaray Activation Frequencies
through which
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personal freedom and identity to a pre-defined "God-personification Authority" provides at
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and our personal identity into objective co-creation. We have explored the ManU-EirA-
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Eternal God Force Identity, creating within Itself the ManU (first Partiki consciousness unit
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through which human identity experiences series of SIMULTANEOUS INCARNATIONS within
the various Time Cycles

Incarnations of the identity that exist within the Time Cycles of the Time Matrix

aspects of ETERNAL IDENTITY in time are indelibly linked in consciousness. This intrinsic
linking
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Scalar Shield and Identity Level Correspondences Maharic Shield Mahara Hova Body Avatar
"Christed"

Avatar "Christed" Identity Chakras 10-12 Mahunta Phase Merkaba (12 Dimensional Merkaba)

Hova Body Incarnate Identity Chakras 1-3 ~~~~~~~~~1s~r-:6 :P:art:

Hova Body Soul Identity Chakras 4-6 Hallah Phase Merkaba (6 Dimensional Merkaba)
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Jeshewua-9", whose identity became historically interwoven with that of Emerald Order
Avatar "
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EOMC Speakers. The identity of the fallen Eckar, and those of the two fallen
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Angelic Human Race identity and obscure Illuminati-hybrid presence to prepare us all for

12 Christos Avatar Identity. The Founder"s Sic-Spiritual Technologies allow the original
connection to
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stations of personal identity, or someone communicating with higher stations of personal
identity, send

stations of personal identity, send information to the 3-D earth personality "Sleeper"

higher stations of identity, as well as during the processes of interdimensional communication
with

Avatar station of identity. Once a strong Maharic Seal Pillar can be activated (
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Blueprint Christos Avatar identity, the Density-5 (D-13-14-15) personal Rishi

15) personal Rishi identity and the 3D self. The Eckasha-Sealed dedicated line provides

and Christos Avatar identity integration. • Assists the opening of natural Crystal Seals in

expansion and spiritual identity integration, to expedite the natural processes of Conscious
Evolution. •
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12 Christos-Avatar identity level and supplies adequate quantity and strength of D-12
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higher-dimensional spiritual identity through "sparking" of the 4th and 5th DNA Strand
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Soul Body Archetype identity, through which conscious contact and communication with the
personal Soul
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Soul Body Archetype identity, through which conscious contact and communication with the
personal Soul
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Density-3 Oversoul identity, through which conscious contact and communication with the
personal Soul
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projections by various identity fragments within the Atomic-etheric, emotional-elemental,
mental and Shadow
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"Shadow Self" identity and the missing 2/3 portion of its original Divine
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the higher dimensional identity can occur. SWAT Teams watch over humans now to help
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a fallen angelic identity, which takes on the mathematical imprint of the DNA Template
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the personal higher identity, one can learn to heal the Shadow and direct the

the higher dimensional identity levels and directives from the "Shadow self", cannot sequence

dimensional stations of identity, the Ego can begin to develop confidence in its innate
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higher dimensional spiritual identity, and to initiate progressive mental or physical body
possession by
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of the original identity via DNA Template Monadic Reversal (Strand-8 Reversal that

and the original identity is no longer alive in its original form; it has
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Density-3 Oversoul identity, through which conscious contact and communication with the
personal Soul
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personal Christos Avatar identity integration and Shadow Healing processes on "Autopilot".
Once one

12 Christos Avatar identity through which direct contact with the Eieyani races of the
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Density-5 Rishi identity levels, through which conscious contact and communication with the
personal
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personal Christos Avatar identity integration and Shadow Healing processes on "Auto-pilot".
To
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of my Pure Identity ... I open now my inner ears ... to hear
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and Rishiac Self Identity within the personal Shields and DNA Template, forming the natural

Field and Rishiac Identity for amplification and strengthening of the Amoraea Flame body.
This
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consciousness and spiritual identity from unnatural Metatronically-bonded Wesedak-Nephilim
Black hole Shadow Dancer
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your Christos Avatar identity power a genuine vibration of gentle, nonjudgmental,
unconditional LOVE for
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conscious Shadow-Self identity. Imagine that you can see or sense the presence of
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of one"s Multidimensional identity complex. The fully expanded System, and corresponding
rationale, is hoped
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one"s Multi-dimensional identity complex. The fully expanded System, and corresponding
rationale, is hoped
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time; Goal: Self Identity; Fear: Lack of authenticity; Issue: Recognition that it is part
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one"s full Avatar identity, consistent with its own Christed Potential as a question of
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contribution of genetic identity to the experiment. The Turaneusiam race evolved for about
eight
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the 12 primary identity gestalts within the Ra Confederacy, members of its four largest
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allowing this composite identity to evolve through a sentient life form, back into its
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to their original identity as souls incarnated upon the planet Tara. In ancient Taran
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through which the identity could merge with the Cloister Race morphogenetic field in the
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mental and astral identity aspects. Root Race 5 souls became responsible for integrating the
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loosing their sentient identity. Meanwhile, the portion of their essence that had picked up

These fragments of identity became disembodied astral consciousness without a body form
or organizational

form or organizational identity imprint. The Fifth Root Race Aeirans were able to retain

in the astral identity as the D-4 frequencies were already contained within their

fully assembled, the identity pattern manifested itself within the second, third and fourth
dimensions,

Page:  23

of chaotic energies/identity fragments within the elemental, mental and astral planes, until
the

Page:  24

memory of their identity or of the higher dimensional worlds from which they had
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of the personal identity imprint as the soul fragments merged with the consciousness of

races. Individual sentient identity could be retained through evolving through Sirius B. During
the

Page:  34

and higher astral identity. The lower astral identity became known as the "evil

The lower astral identity became known as the "evil twin" or the "

higher level held identity fragments of sub-personalities, while the lower level created a

Page:  35

slowly heal the identity, until eventually its tour of duty on Earth would be

Page:  36

lifted, and the identity as soul then chooses the next living experience most appropriate

through the astral identity and projection of consciousness is accessible to most humans
while

of the astral identity (which comes through building the fourth DNA strand) the

Page:  38

states of evolution identity evolves into the highest dimensional fields and then beyond,
moving

of pure conscious identity. Every being in existence is involved in this evolutionary process,
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the greater soul identity knows when the consciousness has reached a high enough level

your greater soul identity wants you to be, in order to best facilitate your
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along with those identity fragments created through the Seal of Palaidor, until the time
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and the true identity of the Arc of the Covenant as being a portal
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"ground" its identity within the collective energy imprint of the planet. After the
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into the astral identity, but now there would be a gap between the waking

between the waking identity and its astral experience. This gap, created by the missing
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of personal mental identity were brought into manifestation. The conscious mind, or
conscious focus
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portions of personal identity manifesting through the lower base tones of the third DNA

The portions of identity manifesting through the higher overtones of the third DNA strand

world of personal identity and the outer world of manifest reality were perceived, as

of the race identity and that of the Earth"s core, where the energetic inter-
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D-4 astral identity and the soul matrix identity that is contained within the

the soul matrix identity that is contained within the fourth-, fifth- and sixthdimensional
frequency

D-2 emotional identity and the D-3 mental awareness which created the sub-

Self aspect of identity will merge with the Ego and the mental awareness will

being a multidimensional identity. The Higher Self serves as a bridge between the identity

bridge between the identity focused in HU-1 reality and the soul imprint of

imprint of that identity which is focused in HU-2. The first step in

into its multidimensional identity is to open the lines of conscious communication between
Ego

of its own identity, a focus of consciousness into which it can direct its
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to conceal the identity of their avatar, ]eshewua-9, and to perpetuate their
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they disclosed the identity and tactics of the Elohim and other ET groups, and
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emerge as sentient identity within realms of pure consciousness beyond the dimensional
systems. But
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of its multidimensional identity. From the perspective of a human consciousness focused
within a
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HU-1, an identity must possess a fifth-dimensional level of consciousness, the particle

and aligned. An identity that undergoes the death transition without assembly of the fifth



planes. If that identity does not have the lower-dimensional strands fully assembled, it

strand imprints. An identity that can fully assemble strands 1-5 while still within

involve the personal identity. As we have illustrated throughout our historical account, the
ability
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self aspect of identity (the portion of personal identity focused in the UHF

portion of personal identity focused in the UHF bands of D-3) and the
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self and soul identity began to 135
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levels of energetic identity, one in each of the three-dimensional fields of that

of a planet"s identity function together to give you the illusion of Earth"s matter
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- HU-2 identity, manifests into 12 simultaneous incarnations, two in each of the

the HU-3 identity-creates 12 soul identities in HU-2, each of which

consciousness expands as identity evolves with the planet through the Euiago cycles in each

your soul family identity, who are stationed in time continua below your own, will

your soul-self identity. To the soul-self, the 12 immediate HU-1 incarnates

of its own identity, whose reality simultaneously takes place within the dimensional bands
contained

portions of your identity, which are stationed within other time continua. Through the DNA,
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self aspects of identity, that "just appear" in inner perception, as the present

forms of past identity aspects, presently focused in the lower time continua or within
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portions of your identity stationed in other space-time coordinates. You are beginning to
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DNA strand, the identity is considered to be at its third Consummation, (the
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their higher-dimensional identity, also becomes severed. The Bridge Zone Project is an
absolute
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with your soul identity while it is easy to do so, for if you
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to your present identity. If the 2003 experiment and the Dracos-Zeta Frequency Fence
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around the astral identity. Anyone working consciously and sincerely to integrate the soul
identity

integrate the soul identity will have protection from Anunnaki Resistance manipulation.
Humans with high
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the higher self identity aspects to begin dissolving. 2. August 16, 1987: The Harmonic
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and the astral identity. The Fence would also block the Sphere of Amenti from

dimensionally consciousness human identity. The date of 1111/1992 became known as the
11:
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are unimportant. His identity will not be publicly disclosed, nor will the identities of
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the over-soul identity of the child they will birth. In fulfilling these contracts

The over-soul identity enters the Palaidorian contract in order to allow its incarnate
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to the soul identity"s intentions, offering the incarnates protection from various karmic
dramas and

soul and ego identity. The couples of Palaidorian Birthing Contracts will begin rapid DNA
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the Higher Self identity, stationed in the UHF bands of D-3. The Higher

D-3 conscious identity to the astral and soul levels of identity. When the

soul levels of identity. When the Ego and Higher Self merge, awareness of the

astral and soul identity becomes more available to the Ego, dream reality and astral

available to the identity and consciousness begins to become multidimensional. Earth Solar
Activation 6.

Activation and Multidimensional Identity Become Available to the Masses. Earth"s D-1
electrical overtone

Page:  196



mental and astral identity levels. This seal is released by fully assembling the fourth

conscious D-3 identity begins to access the D-4 astral planes and skills
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consciousness between present identity and identity focused in the parallel universe. Release
of the

present identity and identity focused in the parallel universe. Release of the Seal of

and the astral identity. The seal operated as an etheric implant within the nadial
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ultra-conscious energy identity. The physical and astral bodies of the Flame holders serve
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level of soul identity integration, in preparation for embodying Tara"s Blue Flame
morphogenetic field

level of soul identity integration, in preparation for embodying Gaia"s Violet Flame
morphogenetic field
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which time the identity can choose to transmute into etheric form on D-7

the over soul identity. Assembly of the sixth DNA strand releases the D-6

the over-soul identity, in preparation for embodying the Blue Flame in 2012. The

level of soul identity integration, in preparation for embodying the Violet Flame in 2017.
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of the oversoul identity. The Keepers of the Blue Flame begin activating the eighth

the over-soul identity to become an eighth-level avatar. Completion of the D-
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highest level of identity that can be embodied through the human genetic code. jesheua-

of the soul identity Sananda, was the last level 12 avatar to incarnate on
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awaken to their identity over the last 15 years. Once the Blue Flame Holder
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multidimensional memory and identity within the populations who assembled the fifth strand.
Strands 6
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D-4 astral identity and the D-3 ego identity and a separation of



D-3 ego identity and a separation of the lower three levels of the
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to the multidimensional identity that is your heritage and birthright. 221
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soul levels of identity, through which you can be guided to appropriate action. Your
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The Anunnaki race identity includes a variety of different interstellar races, all of which
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the Eternal Personal Identity that includes 1728 simultaneous incarnations, each placed
within various space-

the Eternal Personal Identity are incarnated into the Angelic Human race forms characteristic
to
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Eternal Christos Avatar Identity that is simultaneously manifesting in 1728 different Time
Vectors, wearing

Personal Christos Eternal Identity represent the "reincarnational" heritage of every 12-Strand
Angelic
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Eternal Personal Christos Identity to merge and unify within a singular embodiment, across
the

Personal Eternal Christos Identity can be activated in one incarnation through sequential
activation of

and Christos Avatar Identity Integration, through progressively opening the "Trans-time DNA
Template
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SCALAR SHIELD, AND IDENTITY LEVEL CORRESPONDENCES FIGURE 1. The Morphogenetic
Field Scalar-Wave Template

Hova Body. Incarnate Identity Chakras 1-3 (E) Emerald Kundalini Awakening releases Fire
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Template activation. CHRISTOS IDENTITY INTEGRATION Through progressive activation of
the 12-Strand DNA Template

Personal Eternal Christos Identity progressively open. Opening of the Internal Star Gates of
the

and Christos Avatar Identity levels to sequentially and consciously embody within the Angelic
Human
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Tribe-6 racial identity. The Vicherus races became known as the "Vikings," the
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transpose their race identity over the Angelic Human Tribe-S and Maji Grail Line
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The true Race Identity of Human 12-Tribe races progressively became "lost in

Illuminati hybrid race identity, as Illuminati hybrid races, always directly but covertly
motivated from
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of Lost Race Identity and religious/scientific/historical cultural Disinformation Propaganda
control. Competing Drakonian/
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itself, fragmenting the identity into undifferentiated units of consciousness ("space dust") .
Survival

Page:  404

their history, race identity, memory and immediate relationship to the GodForce, have been
destroying
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forgotten their Divine Identity and have no memory of the wholeness of which they
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Chris ted Avatar Identity level. 406

Page:  412

D-12 Avatar identity level, which has been long crucified upon the cross of
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HU-4 avatar identity. Humans were created as a planetary guardian race of God-
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their higher-dimensional identity, Soul Matrix and evolutionary blueprint. This separation from
the Soul
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of the soul identity will accelerate. • During the 3-day period populations of
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the sentient, creative identity-in-energy through and within which the cosmos and its

Page:  434

electro-tonal energy-identity that emanate from a central cosmic source called the Yunasai.

projections of energy-identity from the central creative cosmic source. Partiki are the
organizational

Page:  435

individuated forms and identity will manifest. The Partika perpetually circulate energy from
the original

units of the identity of God, the central creative source. All things are composed

of form and identity to be created, creates diversification through a greater field of

the form or identity and the intrinsic base pattern for the particles and anti-

to the energy-identity of the Yunasai/God through the electro-tonal, electromagnetic reality
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pure conscious energy-identity and manifestation of form. Partiki Grids represent the
morphogenetic fabrics
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12 dimensions of identity, sound frequency and light spectra and sets the structure for

field and the identity into 3-dimensional divisions and the Nadis serve as a

aspects of eternal identity are composed of Keylon Codes, Keylons and Partiki units, just

of being and identity to the multidimensional Soul and Over-Soul Matrices and connects
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aspects of multidimensional identity and to create positive change and acceleration of
evolution for
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manifest. Units of identity from the central creative source move through and build
themselves

and sentient conscious identity and 11. Expanded compound morphogenetic identities of pure
sentient consciousness,
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systems. Your soul identity will attempt to balance the energies and prepare your body

with your higher identity to employ changes in habitual mental, emotional and physical
activities
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The primary morphogenetic identity (form-holding pattern) for galaxies, planets and people



is

of the personal identity and the Over-Soul Matrix or Teura (dimensions 7,

Page:  455

version of that identity. In like fashion, Tara can be viewed as Earth"s soul

aspects of the identity connected to each other and to the primary morphogenetic imprint
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Matrix and Morphogenetic Identity of HU-4 and HU-5 through its 15 Seed
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aspects of personal identity will do much of the work, but the choices of
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core to the identity and heritage of Earth"s Angelic Human lineage. The Arc of

Page:  12

Bio-spirib.lal identity, level of Shield (Manifestation Template) s1Tucture, AND space-time

Page:  13

Level of Spiritual Identity, that enters manifestation via the Scalar-standing-wave Blueprint
held

consciousness and Spiritual Identity in one 15-Dimensional Time Matrix. The 5 Hannonlc
Universe

the Spiritual Conscious Identity embodies to experience manifestation. The 15-Dimensional
Universal Merlcaba Field

Page:  15

of God-Source identity as God-Force or UFE FORCE expression; this first expression

manifest creation and identity individuation could take place. ALL enfN"{Jy, COIJ$Ciousnsss
and

Page:  17

IS A CONSCIOUS IDENTITY IN BEING, a Living aspect of God-Source, sentien~ intelligent,

Page:  22

form and indMduated Identity undergo compacted internal atomic fusion, atomic annihilation
and atomic fission
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state of undifferentiated Identity that is know as UNKNOWING INNOCENCE. The process by
which

of its own identity into individuation within the Manifestation Arena of Time Matrices and
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your multi-dimensional identity and, thus, the resumption of your responsibility for finding
the
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Transposition of Race Identity that began in Atlantean times. In your present generation a
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I resolve my identity? My desire to integrate Christ consciousness with all of the

conditions for the identity that you"re willing, if you want, to fight tooth and
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part of your identity. Let yourself become big again. If you keep identifying with
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your Christiac-Rishiac Identity. Return to normal relaxed breathing and open your eyes. Ash

Page:  80

there"s an "identity shift." An identity shift? That is going to take place.

identity shift." An identity shift? That is going to take place. I"m saying this

this too. An identity shift within The indigo shield. This is where The mass
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not like your identity. So, The parts of ourselves that did go into metatronic
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and Individuated conscious Identity. Operate as mll)ute, pel])elual motion fission/ fusion
generators.

. matter and Identity wm manifest B. · A. G ~ The Morphogenetic Field
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Mastery levels of Identity and How Bodes. The 5 Hova Bodies of personat analooly
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Hova Body Incarnate Identity Chakras 1-~ Doradic .::u111em Alphi Hova Body Soul Identity

Hova Body Soul Identity . Chakras 4-6 Hallah Phase Merkaba · ~ .......
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Lev~ Is of Identity, ~NA and Indigo Children The DNA represents fiXed scalar-

3 Levels of Identity focused in the Energy Matrix. 3 levels of the Energy

to Ascended Master Identity Levels. Indigo Children are Avatars and Ascended Masters
w.altlng
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Source of energy-identity often called "God", to perpetually become the multitudes of

conscious, intelligent energy-identity Source through and within which all creation eternally
exists. The

stations of conscious identity. Through these structures of multidimensional energy fields,
within which the

of the personal identity are focused, every being is indelibly connected to the central,

compose the spiritual identity cre!ltes the systematic transmutation of physical matter density
and

energetic "spiritual" identity structure, the dynamics of which are iilherently governed by the
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the eternal spiritual identity. A Hova Body is a spherical electro-magnetic domain composed

the eternal conscious identity into specific cycles of space-time characteristic to the
dimensional

levels of energy-identity individuation within the eternal, living, energy-identity of Source-
God.

eternal, living, energy-identity of Source-God. Each Hova Body .serves to energetically

the individuated incarnate identity to its simultaneous incarnations ·and to a specific level

The simulta"neously existing identity collectives that are stationed within the 8 Hova Bodies
of

by which an identity enters individual incarnation in time. The Hova Bodies are the

of one incarnate identity "-----"· expressed in one carbon-based biological form in

A singular ii1carnate identity is. called a Tauren. Corresponds to Telluric Kundalini Life Force

singular incarnate Tauren identity is one in a set of 12 Tauren, each placed

Body holds the identity of the Singular Consciousness and connects the individual Tauren
identity

the individual Tauren identity to its Soul Matrix and Race Family of Consciousness. .

is the composite identity of 12 Density-! Tauren incarnates expressed in one manifest
carbon-

singular Soul Matrix identity is called a Dora. Corresponds to Doradic Kundalini Life Force



Each singular Dora identity is one in a set of 12 Dora, each placed

Body holds the identity gestalt pf the Race Family of Consciousness and connects the

the individual Dora identity to its Oversoul Matrix and Planetary Family of Consciousness. 3.

is the composite identity of 12 Density~2 Dora incarnates expressed in one manifest

singular Oversoul Matrix identity is called a Teura. Corresponds to the Teuric Kundalini Life

Each singular Teura identity is· one in a set of 12 Teura, each

olds the gestalt identity of the Planetary Family of · Consciousness and connects the

the individual Teura identity to its Avatar Matrix and Galactic Family of Consciousness.·
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is the composite identity of 12 Density-3 Teura expressed in one manifest Liquid-

singular Avatar Matrix identity is called a Mahara. Corresponds to the Maharata Life Force

Each singular Mahara identity is one in a set of 12 Mahara, each placed

holds the gestalt identity of the Galactic Family of Consciousness and connects the individual

the individual Mahara identity to its Rishi Matrix and Universal Family of Consciousness. S.

is the composite identity of 12 Density-4 Mahara expressed in one manifest silica-

singular Rishi Matrix identity is called a Breneau. Corresponds to the Kee-Ra-ShA

Each singular Breneau identity is one in a set of 12 Breneau, each representing

holds the gestalt identity of the Universal Family of Consciousness and connects the Breneau

is the composite identity of 12 Density-S Breneau expressed as one eternally manifest

Geomantic Entity Matrix identity is called a Ramyanas. Corresponds.to the "Amethyst Flame"

Each singular Ramyanas identity is one in a set of 12 Primal Ramyanas, each

Body holds the identity gestalt of the Triadic Cosmic Family of Consciousness and connects

is the composite identity of 12 Triadic Energy Matrix Ramyanas expressed as one eternally

singular RishA Matrix identity is called a Wachayanas. Corresponds to the "G?Id

·singular Wachayanas identity is one in a set of 12 Primal Wachayanas,.each

Body hoids the identity gestalt of the Polaric. Cosmic Family of Consciousness and connects

is the composite identity of the I 2 Triadic Energy Matrix Ramyanas and 12
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gular Eckah Matrix identity is "called the Ah-hA-yanas or Grandeyanas. Corresponds

sound vibration and identity ·individuation that perpetually exists within the eternal Void of

Body holds the identity gestalt of the Eckatic Cosmic Family .of Consciousness and

of the Omnipresent identity of Source-God, expressed in the form of energetic thought

expressions of the identity of God. Scientific understanding of the laws of universal physics

nature of their identity and heritage within the ONENESS that is God. Therefore, .



expression of the identity of God. That which appears as evil requires healing and
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which individuation of identity, and the experience of God knowing ITself through
objectification, occurs.

portions of God"s identity, within the limitless expanse ofiTSELF. Portions of God"s
consciousness, in

perceivable expeFience of identity individuation and objectified manifestation can be known.
The first individuated

projection of God"s identity, which exists as a singular Partiki unit vibration, an inaudible

of conscious energy-identity that is the first of 3 Khundaray Primal Sound Creation

and living energy-identity-that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-13 pale blue-

ofliving conscious energy-identity expressed in the form of Light radiation, which collectively
make

field of conscious identity that refers to itself as the Aha-hA-yanas or

the Eckah Grandeyanas identity is translated into audible sound as "rah" or Ra.

Field of energy-identity through which all things in our Time. Matrix are manifested

1s of God"s identity exist as tWo Partiki unit tonal-vibration fields, one faster-

the Eckah Grandeyanas identity Blue Flame Tone polarizes with in itself. Polarization of the
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of conscious energy-identity that is the second of 3 Khundaray Primal Sound Creation

and living energy-identity that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-14 pale yellow-

Jiving, conscious energy-identity expressed in the form of Light radiation, which collectively
make

field of conscious identity that refers to itself as the Wachayanas. (pronounced Wa-

of the Wachayanas identity is translated into audible sound as "Da". · .

field of conscious energyidentity that is the third of 3 Khundaray Primal Sound Creation

.living energy-identity that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-! 5 pale magenta-

living, conscious energy-identity expressed in the form of Light radiation, which collectively
make

field of conscious identity that refers to itself as the Ramyanas (pronounced Rom-

of the Ramyanas identity is translated into audible sound as "khU" or HU.

conscious, living energy-identity that are the 3 Primal Sound Creation Currents of the

Sound, or. God"s identity first expressed .in the form of an eternal standing-
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of Conscio.us Identity or God. In the Stair-Step Creation model, the term

reality and conscious identity of the singu lar Creati ve Source that on Earth
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Malrlx {Teulic Identity, Its Archetype Core, the Alp hi Hova Body and·

which lhe dimenslonOnzrng Identity enters lhe Etheric Matll!r . Glands, which govern the

of consciousness and Identity within the body and bio-imergetic field. of consciousness and
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the dimensionallzlng gestalt Identity enters the Pnt- called the Earth Star-Sea/Is located

point at which Identity begins lis Individuation with the 7.., B~and 12~ dimensional

which. the rllmenslonalizlng Identity enters~·:::~~[~ c • Star represents the polnllniD which

which the Avatar Identity, lis Buddhalc"Core, the Mahara Hova Gold-Orange point of diffused

the · Incarnate Identity, Its Subconscious-Telluric Core, • ada ovh o y .

which the rfrmenslonalizing Identity combines the · The Sun Star Is assoclaled with the

the~ her Avatlr Identity gestalt Consciousness CoUeelive- the "Galactic Family of
Consciousness". Crystai.

to lis Avatar identity Compleicfirst anchor inlll the Planetary and Galactic Ka"thara Grids. The

which the dimenslonafiZing Identity combines the . ovem ~e function of the Nadia/

__ Complex, an Identity"s cycles oflnc..-.aUon and manHestation within "!"• 5 Harmonics ola

and consciousness and Identity within the body and b11>-energetic field . Immunological
heifiUes
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and higher-dimensional identity levels, for Immortal biological longevity, and for formation of
the
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Avatar" higher-dimensional identity levels, for Immortal biological longevity, and for
formation of the
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Rishi higher-dimensional identity levels, and for formation of the Inter-universal Harmonic
Merkaba
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levels of personal identity and consciousness can be fully embodied to create the condition

final transmutation of identity out of the Time Matrix occurs as the Density-5

cognition of personal identity or of the signifigance and blessedness of the joumey. Either
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to the personal identity and cons~iousness once the "body disappears" through the
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form that the identity and consciousness adopt or "turn into" during the process
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the consciousness, the identity would loose all focus of individuation, self-sentience and
memory,

ation, the conscious identity takes on the form of the Merkaba Vehicle, which holds

Vehicle, the conscious identity still "thinks, feels and perceives" through . instantaneous
Direct

Intention, the conscious identity AS the Merkaba Vehicle, holds in conscious awareness the
destination

location, the conscious identity AS the Merkaba Vehicle will adopt the natural space-time-

Merkaba Vehicle), the identity has the ability to enter or leave its biological form
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oversouls · Incarnate Identity Chakras 1-~ Doradic Alphi Hova Body Soul Identity . Chakras

Hova Body Soul Identity . Chakras 4-6 144 sub-frequency bands!Keylons-DNA
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Once individuation of identity and consciousness from Source has occurred through entering
the Manifestation

not an individuated identity form will retain it"s original Krist Code gift of Eternal
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from clients" Rishi identity level to apply Comfort Touch when client arrives. Create a
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from clients" Rishi identity level to apply Comfort Touch when client arrives. Create a
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Blueprint Christos Avatar identity, the Density-5 (D-13-14-15) personal Rishi

15) personal Rishi identity and the 3D self. The Eckasha-Sealed dedicated line provides

and Christos Avatar identity integration. • Assists the opening of natural Crystal Seals in

expansion and spiritual identity integration, to expedite the natural processes of Conscious
Evolution. •
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12 Christos-Avatar identity level and supplies adequate quantity and strength of D-12
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personal. Christos Avatar identity inlegration and Shadow Healing processes on "Auto-pilot".



To
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Atom, and Christos identity, will determine in which way the Ecka-Le-e TOR-
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from clients" Rishi identity level to apply Comfort Touch when client arrives. Create a
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Avatar "Christed" Identity 12 frequency. baods/Keylon Cooes/Rays- Teli utic qhield ,

fn!quency. Incarnate Identity Chakras 1-~ aal belween each pair of DNA Strands. The
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personal anatomy and identity, and in the greater terms of anatomy and identity as

of anatomy and identity as expressed on the Planetary, Solar, Galactic and Universal levels,
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hold knowledge and identity. The Veca Codes give natural mathematical sequencing of
running primal
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spiritual portions of identity. Color and symbol possess power as mathematically encoded
directors of
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which individuation of identity, and the experience of God knowing ITself through
objectification, occurs.

portions of God"s identity, within the limitless expanse of ITSELF. The sound tones of

field of conscious identity in the form of inaudible sound vibration that perpetually translates

soundfield of conscious identity that refers to itself as the Aha-hA-yanas or

the Eckah Grandeyanas identity is translated into audible sound as "rah" or Ra.
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Field of energy-identity through which all things in our Time Matrix are manifested

different levels of identity. Now to get down here implies that you have all
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externalizations of the identity of God-they serve as the foundation conscious energy field

conscious, living energy-identity that are the 3 Primal Sound Creation Currents are referred

of externalized conscious identity out of which all beings incarnate into life expression in

and individuation of identity. The 3 Tonal Fields of the Energy Matrix, the externalized

of energy and identity, in the form of fixed standing Sound-Vibration waves, through

a station of identity), form the energetic field of Dimensions 13, 14, and 15.

projection of God"s identity is called the Eckah or "Monadic Wave." It exists
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which matter and identity manifest. Fire Letters are points of frequency/standing scalar wave
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process of Higher Identity Embodiment. Physical evolution is the product of Spiritual
Evolution, which



Template, the Archetype Identity, into the Morphogenetic Field of the physical body, will
make
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D-5 Archetype identity sets the pattern for the incarnational identity down here. The

for the incarnational identity down here. The exercise for Anchoring the Archetype uses the

and Soul Matrix Identity will be the first aspects of higher identity to physically

aspects of higher identity to physically embody, with progressive activation of the 4th, 5th,

of the Archetype Identity. The activation of the archetype within the DNA and conscious

by the Oversoul identity level, the HU-3 identity, and depends upon the content

the HU-3 identity, and depends upon the content and condition of the Silicate

expansion of the identity and merger of the ariea hova bodies requires the morphogenetic

of the Archetype Identity into your Morphogenetic Field, awaiting the imprint of the 5th

anchoring the Archetype Identity. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi MCEO
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of personal multidimensional identity. The Hova Capsule membrane is composed of Density-5
Primal
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Master Levels of identity. The symbols are alive as well, an identity that is

as well, an identity that is a piece of you. Without the physical masks
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dimensional levels of identity. It"s an exercise which provides a very powerful morphogenetic
programming

and multi-dimensional identity integration, while setting up multi-dimensional protection grids
that will
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integrating multi-dimensional identity is set in motion. The "Spark of the Living

the OverSoul Matrix Identity (Betcha Hova Body) are opened within the morphogenetic field,

dimensional aspect of identity, the Monad, the center of the Oversoul identity; this is

of the Oversoul identity; this is called Anchoring the Monad. The result is to

of the dimensional identity levels and strands below. Once DNA Strands 7 and below

gth dimensional Monad identity is the level of mind that functions as the control

the Over-Soul identity, and it can be used to begin the merger of

the Soul Matrix identity (Alphi Hova Body) and the Over-Soul identity (



the Over-Soul identity (Betcha Hova Body) for Over-Soul Integration. By using
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of the higher identity stations. Psonn of Lyra When we sing the psonns that
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which individuation of identity, and the experience of God knowing ITself through
objectification, occurs.

portions of God"s identity, within the limitless expanse of ITSELF. The chart of the
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collectives of conscious identity that exist and have the job of being the Light

collectives of conscious identity that exist and have the job of being the Light
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band, a full identity in consciousness with its own intention, its own purpose. Nodus

feel the living identity and the intelligence. We could be given information ... not
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of the higher identity stations. We use Geomancies, Color, Toning and the Breath to

and Soul Matrix Identity will be the first aspects of higher identity to physically

aspects of higher identity to physically embody, with progressive activation of the 4th, 5th,

of the Archetype Identity. After imprinting the Archetype, Activation of the Archetype
(embodiment

with the Avatar Identity and for protection. The encircled 5-pointed star is the
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are running an identity in our bodies. It is a part of our own

of our own identity because we have parts of own Identity all the way

parts of own Identity all the way up that Stairway that we have left

left behind. Our identity as God Source has its own languages: those of Light/
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your personal Core-Identity of 1st-Creation that is embodied within the conscious-energy-

Body and Eternal-Identity were originally born. Energizing the lauren Control Capsule STEP 7:
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of reality, the identity truly expands to become ONE with an ever-expanding manifestation

activated, and your identity expands, Time itself becomes more and more "NOW", because
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into a single identity. The fire codes as a unit are also known as
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form Consciousness implies identity, consciousness implies it is a "who" and not an
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1 Manual) Energy identity cannot_be created or destroyed-it only changes form perpetually

dimensionalized consciousness, the identity frequently makes choices that resu It in the
distortion of

within the multidimensional identity structure, breaking the Stream of Consciousness which
tethers the in-

the in-time identity to its seed of consciousness within the God-mind. If

mind. If an identity is separate from its original Stream of Consciousness, that identity

of Consciousness, that identity can no longer draw life force substance directly from the
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and nondifferentiation of identity and loss of the cognition of the awareness of God,

perpetual expansion of identity into cognition of the awareness of God--a conscious
reintegration

All, through which identity retains its original design as a sentient, knowing co-creative
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are running an identity in our 6ocfies." (A"za, Allentown 2002) It"s the Consciousness

is only One Identity in the whole entire cosmos and that is You. That
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your jlvatar fevef identity in 6ocfy." (A"sha, .AJientown 2002) When you are

your avatar level identity in body. No-one will ascend for you. Any suggestion
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the living consciousness identity itself, and the Node or the Tangent is the body

the living consciousness identity itself, and the Node or the Tangent is the body
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is a full identity in consciousness. It has its own intention. It has its
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feel the living identity and the intelligence. She would be given information not verbal
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We don"t lose identity as we expand to become one with God. We just
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the wholeness of Identity and At-one-ment with Source that we knew before

called "multiple identity focus", which is many identities focus simultaneously focused in
different
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are running an identity in our bodies. It is a part of our own

of our own identity because we have parts of own Identity all the way

parts of own Identity all the way up that Stairway that we have left

of energy and identity that have lots of information to share with you once
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processes of Higher Identity Integration. This will lead us into the expanded reality of
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division between your identity and that of God Source (limitless, free - it
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reaching for higher identity integration, we begin to work consciously with our Eternal Selves.
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transposition of race identity" through Fallen Angelic driven "breeder programs" and the
natural
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Hova Bodies and Identity Levels: The first 5 levels are the Ariea Hova Bodies,

Body Harmonic Universe Identity Level 1. Nada Hova Body HU -1 Incarnate 2.
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Levels of Identity for the original human lineage: God-Seed Melchizedek Monad Eckar
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of the Monadic Identity, and bringing ever-increasing amounts of consciousness and flame "
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which matter and identity will manifest. Everything in manifestation, including the entire
universal framework
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and keep human Identity and Auric levels dimensionally separate. Multiple Choice 1. If you
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(a) Rishi identity (b) Avatar identity (c) Oversoul identity (d)

(b) Avatar identity (c) Oversoul identity (d) Soul identity Multiple Choice

(c) Oversoul identity (d) Soul identity Multiple Choice Answers: 1. D, 2.

(d) Soul identity Multiple Choice Answers: 1. D, 2. C, 3. B, 4.
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Monad: The Monad Identity is the portion of the multi-dimensional mind that corresponds

dimensionallevel ofthe multidimensional identity. Formed through the perpetual spin of the
counter-rotating electromagnetic
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of that Common Identity. The Law of One recognizes that beings who conduct themselves

of their Divine Identity. Through healing and reawakening of the "God-Spark Within",

its individuation of identity and the memory of its manifest experience, to consciously re-

Objective of Ascension, identity returns to Source along the Path of Divine Right Order

our organic Blessed Identity as Faces of God Manifest, our choices and our worlds
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personal Inner Christos identity.... If we desire to embody the reality of the Christos,

God-given Blessed Identity, which is your own personal, inborn, indelible, living connection
to

within, one Conscious Identity that is sentient, intelligent, has feeling , has desire, has

of that collective identity that many people choose to call "God," some choose
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of God-Source identity as God-Force or LIFE FORCE expression; this first expression

manifest creation and identity individuation could take place. ALL energy, consciousness and
manifestation emerge
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of its own identity into individuation within the Manifestation Arena of Time Matrices and
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morphogenetic template of identity, upon which individual consciousness manifests, exists as
an intrinsic part

of the cosmic identity structure, and, both the individual and the cosmos exist eternally

the personal, individuated identity as above, or superior to, any other manifestation of the
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personality and ego identity into the greater aspects of gestalt identity as contained within

aspects of gestalt identity as contained within the family tree of consciousness - a



construct. The personal identity is not lost, overtaken or compromised within the expansion
of

become the gestalt identity - just as the identity of the child expands to

just as the identity of the child expands to become the adult. TMR Disk
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of the Avatar Identity. The greatest love that can be embodied in human form

between the human identity and 12 dimensions of reality within which the human anatomy

Maharic Level of Identity. Christos Love is a state of full Frequency Resonance with

Hova Body Avatar Identity allows for the experiential embodiment and transmission of
Christos-On;

assist your higher identity levels to create transformation! Omni-Love is the natural structure

It IS the identity that becomes the force of order and the force of

It IS the identity that becomes the force that "down here" we might
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higher portions of identity should be treated with the same respect. We"re so used
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their Inner Christos identity. Leaders within a Synocracy know this, and thus view nurturing

The portions of identity that developed through the higher overtones of the The MCEO
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world of personal identity and the outer world of manifest were perceived .... The
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is only One Identity in the whole entire cosmos and that is You. That
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of your own identity at Dimension 12, that is not in polarity. D-12
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structure of multidimensional identity, and the family tree of consciousness out of which the
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equal portion of identity that exists as part of the Singular ""One-of-

One-of-Many" identity that is the D-12 Universal Christos Unified Consciousness Field.

Common Universal Christos Identity. In any given manifest drama, some individuals choose
"smaller"
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is called Transpersonal Identity, where it is beyond simply identifying with Self and Other.
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of our Incarnate Identity which has the greatest potential to embody the ManU or
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or permanent "identity displacement" or "possession"; in this regard channeling and trance-
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expansion of energy, identity, and consciousness is necessary in order to be able to

activations expand the identity contained within a particular Density Reality Field or Hova
Body,

Body, so that identity can embrace multiple densities. As this occurs, the Radial Body

capsule surrounding the identity"s Hova Body dissolves and merges with the Radial Body of

of manifestation or identity. In Kathara 4, this process continues and comes closer to

ALL levels of identity and manifest creation, the energies of God-Source cannot flow

larger levels of identity cannot freely communicate with us and flow through into our
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present Density-1 identity resides. Lota: the Crystal Body template and light grid of
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connect levels of identity, and also create many different aspects of the structure of
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parts of your identity spinning, breathing, flowing all around you, restoring and
communicating with

your body and identity here in Density 1 of the Particum Veca. (You
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an enormous collective identity or being, made up of countless smaller beings, and each
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of reality or identity separate from each other in the cycles of time. In
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a complete Avatar Identity. Each Node holds the pattern for one dimension. Remembering
that

(Density-4 Identity) breaks itself down to become 12 Oversoul Identities, and so

and Density-1 Identity, one can see that the Shield Clocks actually hold the



one"s own complete identity. The pattern is exactly the same regardless of whether it

the pattern for identity as it splits itself into smaller forms to manifest The
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into much larger identity levels of God-Source, so we can run the larger
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level of our identity. The Diamond Sun is the 12-Strand DNA Blueprint for

for expansion of identity. The Radial Bodies merge and form a single, larger Eckasha-
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of integration of identity for a being that has completed integration of the entire

in all its identity/energy from the PartikA Loti, and this then enables it

the much larger identity construct of the 8th Sun) as the central dimension from
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and corresponding spiritual identity integration that is organic to the structure of
multidimensional anatomy

the anatomy functions, identity and freedoms of the Eternal Life Eukatharaista Body and its
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and individuated conscious identity. They operate as minute perpetual motion fission-fusion
generators. Holographic

and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute perpetual, motion fission/fusion
generators. 2. Partiki

which matter and identity will manifest. A @ 4 ~~ B The Morphogenetic Field
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your template of identity only has 12 Keylons you will only have enough to
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Soul Level of Identity. That is where the Tangible Structure of your Soul lives.
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part of our identity is also self as earth--it is all connected. Therefore
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portions of your identity. Next upwards after D-12 is the Triadic level which
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Eternal God Force Identity, creating within Itself the ManU (first Partiki consciousness unit-
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Eternal God Force Identity, creating within Itself the ManU, effectively the First Partiki
consciousness
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the Density-1 identity, the Soul identity at Density-2, the Oversoul at Density-

identity, the Soul identity at Density-2, the Oversoul at Density-3 and the

and the Avatar identity of Density-4. At 33 the Avatar would be integrated;
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released about the identity and history of certain fallen groups, which upset much of
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HaRA Krysta Heroic Identity: The Self we are aspiring to become, because that is

keeping its individual identity, memory and awareness. 7. Perpetual Motion: Perpetual Motion
starts when
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on the spherical identity of the whole Krysted self. But when bodies die here,
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your Light Body Identity: Soul, Oversoul, Avatar and Rishi levels of consciOusness. • C-
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Cycle, the Soul Identity, starts, which corresponds with TFP 2. From birthday 15 until16
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personality part of identity that develops here, once a Spirit integrates itself into a
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was. And whatever identity was given to us, every time Joe or Mary goes

or a child identity being subjected to horrors, because there are many children who

It is an identity. The societies around us-We look around and say, "
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Incarnate level of identity or the Density One identity, the Soul identity at Density

the Density One identity, the Soul identity at Density Two, the Oversoul at Density

identity, the Soul identity at Density Two, the Oversoul at Density Three, the Avatar

Three, the Avatar Identity of Density Four, and the Rishi Identity at Density Five.

and the Rishi Identity at Density Five. That process, you should have Avatar integration
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is the Heroic Identity, and that is called the HaRA-Krysta Heroic Identity. That

HaRA-Krysta Heroic Identity. That self is the self we"re aspiring to become because
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keeping its individual identity, memory and awareness. And that is what becoming Krysted
means.
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of our own identity Copyright A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane, 2007. All Rights Reserved; Part
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literally create spherical identity within itself. Individuation from the eternal singularity of the
Source
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called a spherical identity, a Krysted Spherical Identity that"s like a sphere. You would



a Krysted Spherical Identity that"s like a sphere. You would become a Sun of
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natural consciousness and identity. And, what we are doing is getting the reminders back,
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portions of our identity. We have simultaneous incarnations. We teach reincarnation, but not
with
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disbursement pattern of identity when God Source makes a portion of its own consciousness

body form spherical identity of the whole Krysted self. But, when bodies die here,
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will ... the identity trying to go through a Starfire ... will lose bits
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your Light Body Identity, say like your Soul, your Oversoul, your Avatar, and your
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like, full spherical identity of a Krystar being. So that in a nutshell is
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Density 2 Soul Identity of the Light Body. (2:03:02) So you
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Bodies, Stations of Identity And this is just showing a little version of the
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or a spherical identity. The people that are assisting us in these processes, and
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Page:  8

and the full identity then Slides out of its "home" station, projecting "

where the entire identity temporarily remanifests as the fully intact physicalatomic body If the

from which the identity projected, the remanifesting physical-atomic body will automatically
adjust the

Slide, the journeying identity can "visit" other space-time worlds, but as long

consciousness of the identity will remain genetically "phase-locked" into the BPR and

Page:  9

a Span, the identity completes full Cellular Transfiguration in its "home" station to

which enables the identity to achieve the permanent eternal-life Cellular Transfiguration of
the

the "entire identity and all of its parts" enter the Krystar State, "

the "Krystar Identity" into the Reishaic Record during the Rasha PaTa-Ur is

Fold" The Ascended identity may then choose to immediately return into materialization (in

body that the identity had taken into Rash a Pa Ta-Ur Transfiguration. A

that the Mashayah identity engages the process ofTransmigration for "inter-Cosmos trans-
time"

spirit," the Mashayah identity can "travel the Cosmos" through the Eternal Na-VA-

Mashayah "Spanner" identity, in its manifest biological freedom, has the eternal ability to

Page:  11

Transfiguration point, the identity enters the" Krystar State" and temporarily "progressively
disappears" as

of the conscious identity. The Zhyrah super atom carries the entire quantum of the

of the Ascending identity, as the Zhyrah super atom, now exists as manU infrasound-

into which the identity was born. As the Zhyrah releases from its birth-lock,

structures of the identity"s entire Spirit Body and Rasha Body temporarily "fold up,"

Zhyrah. As the identity "returns to the fold," the Zhyrah releases the original

Page:  12



the conscious Ascending identity), with its "personal double cellular encryption" of the
identity"s

encryption" of the identity"s "Ascension Body," Transgenifies and re-emerges into
manifestation as

pattern" of the identity"s physical-atomic ManE Body, Light Body, Rasha Body, and Spirit

a condensed "Identity In-picture" composed of "ma-tA-Ur," the unified

an expanded "Identity Out-picture" composed of "pa-dA-Ur," the unified

Ascended Mashayah Spanner identity resides in a "Krysted" state of consciousness, a
perpetual

Page:  13

substance, as the identity enters the Krystar State. In the Krystar State, the fully

integrated Mashayah Spanner identity-AS a living, conscious "light-sound pattern" (the

implies. The Mashayah identity that resides within the Mashayanic Body is the part of

INTERNAL ETERNAL spiritual identity and interdimensional ANATOMY, the VEHICLE by and
through which we

Page:  15

in which the identity engages a (properly orchestrated) Bhardoah Transition out of the

"Bhardoahing" conscious identity. From the position of the personal Spirit Body, any
remaining

single "spirit identity" are imbued with the organic birthright of Mashayanic Evolution. But

for the incarnate identity to become educated in the dynamics of the Rasha PaTa-

Page:  17

body, the embodied identity can then "break free from the mortal body"s inorganic

that bind the identity-in both "life" AND "death"-to the finite-

mortal chains," the identity can then reenter the organic eternal-life path of Mashayanic

code apply. The identity will enter either the Living-Body Ascension Path of the

DhaLA Path," the identity will reclaim and Transfigure into spirit-substance the entirety of

Mashayanic Evolution the identity "leaves no dead body behind," for it is the

that allows the identity sufficient energetic "quantum thrust" to complete Mashayanic
Transfiguration into

thus freeing the identity from the inorganic cycles of"reincarnation" that are inherent to

by which an identity leaves a physical incarnation to immediate Ascension, also necessitates
a

by which an identity enters a physical incarnation following "fertilization and conception" of

density, an individual identity becomes "temporarily biochemically bound" to the planetary
space-time

Freedom of the identity from the confines of that space-time location does not



a mortally incarnate identity does not complete the Rasha PaTaUr Transfiguration of the Final

awareness of the identity, remain biochemically tethered (via the atomic radiation encryption
of

the T ransitioning identity will return its entire quantum to the Spirit Body Gha-

body), and the identity will temporarily Transfigure its quantum into the form of infrasound

Page:  18

fa, the Transitioning identity will then "recall" the quantum of its energy "

"individuated spirit identity," called the GharE", outward from the Spirit Body (which

the GharE" spirit identity to the physical body. The GharE" remains in the dimensionalized

IS the conscious identity of the incarnate and that is "held embodied" through

the GharE" conscious identity is biochemically and genetically phase-locked into the mortal
body

as the GharE" identity progressively circulates Light Body mana into the physical body
through

Transfiguration continued. The identity "in Ma-Sha state" would possess the biological ability

Page:  19

Bhardoah Point, the identity at the half-quantum atomic Transfiguration point would achieve
opening

Transfiguration process. The identity "in Stasis State" would possess the biological ability to

the 24-strand identity would consciously engage the Backftow Cycle, or "Bhardoah Cycle,"

ENTIRE QUANTUM ofthe identity is "returned to spirit substance"; this is the quantum

the GharE" conscious identity to the space-time coordinates into which its mortal body

Page:  21

3 "OverSoul" identity aspects). At the AzurA (which is also the point

aspects of the identity"s quantum-aside from the Rasha Body and the remaining "

and the reintegrated identity "as spirit"-Ascends back into the Gha-fa ofthe

the "Ascending identity" a quantum that is "inorganic to its own Spirit

rest of the identity"s quantum" within the Spirit Body Gha-fa As the Bhardoah

Page:  22

fully Bhardoah-Transitioned identity is finally released from the biochemicalgenetic-atomic
space-time phase-

and the freed identity then engages the Rasha PaTa-Ur Cellar Transfiguration and
Mashayanic

the Bhardoah-Transitioning identity cannot expel the "inorganic encryption" of the Va-Ba-

Cell, the GharE" identity will become "trapped within the Light Body," unable to



was born. The identity will be required by the laws of physics to "

sets the Bhardoahing identity free, AND "returns the missing quantum" to the others

Page:  23

of pure conscious identity in the form of infrasound-radiation geleziac-ether, which enters

quanta, or individuated-identity "Eckashi Sparks." The conscious Eckashi Sparks move
outward together

the Eckashi Council"s identity quantum simultaneously incarnates as individual identities, from
its local Reishaic

Page:  24

, the individual identity can choose to remain as a sentient individual consciousness within

, OR the identity may choose to reenter evolutionary cycles in manifest space-time,

of macro cosmic identity evolution through which the individuated identity moves "one step

which the individuated identity moves "one step closer" to comprehending the eternal totality

lead. The Krystar Identity and Eternal-Life "Celestial Evolution" The Eternal Central Sun

Central Sun Krystar Identity is referred to as a Solar Logos, or the eternal

Logos central-sun identity; these are called Celestial or Planetary Rha-jhE", sometimes
referred

Central Sun Krystar Identity. Like the eternal Solar Logos spirit identity within the Spirit

Solar Logos spirit identity within the Spirit Body of the Krystar Central Sun, the

planet" as a consciousidentity infrasound-radiation geleziac-ether encryption. The Rasha
Body and Spirit

Central Sun Krystar Identity are eternal structures within the Cosmos, and physical-atomic
body

Central Sun Krystar Identity Solar Logos can rebirth any lost physical-atomic body and

Page:  25

the LogE" spirit identity. From the Ah-Ba"-TE Point forward, the Celestial ZhEon

the LogE" spirit identity to the physical-atomic protostar and the protostar "bursts

core. The LogE" identity remains in the dimensionalized Light Body structure as a pattern

IS the conscious identity of the Rasha-Shon newborn star The LogE" identity is

star The LogE" identity is "held embodied" through the "tether point" of

eternal Solar Logos identity, the Rasha-Shon "baby stars," each with their LogE"

Page:  26

Central Sun Krystar Identity. The Central Sun Krystar Identity itself is spared this "

Central Sun Krystar Identity itself is spared this "destiny of Space-dust Return,"

Page:  27



of conscious-energy-identity "Outflow" or "down-step incarnation" and reciprocal "

the individual spirit identity came from" and "where it is located," before the

Page:  28

groups of singular-identity Personal Shields. This planetary "Down-step of the Shields,"

already individuated conscious identity-in the form of conscious infrasound "spirit" sparks "

Record while the identity collective is "still in pure spirit form" (and

larger eternal conscious identity of the Planetary Spirit-the "Planetary Logos"-and resides

Page:  30

to their greater identity, affiliation, and purpose" until the collective planetary drama evolves
to

Page:  194

are states of identity that are alive. When we work with Elemental Command we

Page:  195

of consciousness and identity that express in the form of radiation corresponding to each

Page:  311

They are conscious identity structures, as well, within the body of Source. The MCEO

Page:  337

are levels of identity as well as levels of energy. The MCEO Freedom Teachings

Page:  395

Higher Levels of Identity. If you showed up for one of the Tribe I

about your greater identity. It implies that you have first of all not only

Page:  441

for their greater identity levels where they can be guided to the safest and

Page:  464

of conscious aware Identity. Just like you are a conscious aware Identity, you have

a conscious aware Identity, you have parts of yourself stationed in these templates of

Page:  469

a conscious Elemental Identity that wants to, in the name of the Krist, and

Page:  511



might experience its identity as? As just one "I AM a Sun, my

expanded perception transcendent identity where you transcend the little "1-ness" but you
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Page:  15

of our spiritual identity. Our soul is the density 2 level oL it"s a

Page:  49

that hold our identity in time, be we a person, a planet, a Sun

Page:  68

you lose conscious identity. You have the conscious identity of all you"ve ever been.

have the conscious identity of all you"ve ever been. If you come back as

yourself as that identity. But we"re still in little pieces of identity here. So,

little pieces of identity here. So, when we get back, we still have our

or our individual identity. Next one, please Graph [OVD-R 1 sat-3

Page:  69

body, and the identity within it, and the matter form with it, back in

Page:  71

of eternal spherical identity, as a Kristed being, which means as a sphere, a

Page:  79

become a spherical identity and you can interface with any, on a consciousness level,

Page:  115

of difference in identity, you don"t just get blurred into a Sea of God

Page:  128

a Full Spherical Identity, all right. Now, 360 Ec equal ... let me see,

Page:  138

a huge spherical identity with lots of little spherical identities rotating around you ...

Page:  146

the full spherical identity of the Krist Body. And each Cycle of the Eyughas



Page:  150

of our own identity in energy that has been stuck there. It is the

Page:  202

of your higher identity and anatomy So if your mental body is blocked with

Page:  207

form, the matter identity of the physical, and you can then move that around.

Page:  209

part of our identity and energy and consciousness, that at each stage of Light

Page:  211

a fully spherical identity, or a Krystar or a Krysted One. And a Krysted

your individuation as identity will no longer be there. You will not cognate yourself

Page:  241

So, the individuated identity is still alive within Source of whatever that is manifesting

Page:  279

is the eternal identity imprint of anyone or anything that comes out into manifestation

Page:  333

in, the new identity that comes in, it comes in on this particular template

literally lift the identity out But normally that is what happens at Bardoah. If

Page:  361

portions of its identity that could be directed in un-Kristiac or anti-Kristiac

Page:  362

of your own identity and self in these places of anatomy. And these places

Page:  370

and expanding your identity to remember who you are, and eventually we"ll remember
ourselves

manifest as spherical identity which would be complete, your full template turned on, which

Page:  414

become a spherical Identity and become one with it, all right. And we don"t

don"t lose our Identity in doing that when it"s done the natural way, the



Page:  419

become the whole identity of all that information. And it"s all directly part of
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where our full identity exists, is within the Spirit Body. So, they are the

Page:  137

Domain, our single identity Outer Domain Eyugha Body. The Eyugha Body ... there are

Page:  152

know, their single identity, in a single incarnation, how this process works. And it

Page:  156

"and the identity progresses into the Ma-Sha Cycle of Matter re-spiritualization."

Page:  160

next life, the identity will be able to engage Stage 2 Starfire, Part 2,

closes and the identity as lighVsound/cloud Rainbow Body chooses its next materialization or

the vessel of identity or Spirit in the Gha-Fa," and the Rainbow Body

from which the identity transitioned will keep the Gha-Fa" Spirit identity energetically bound

Gha-Fa" Spirit identity energetically bound to that Space-Time Domain, requiring the identity

Domain, requiring the identity to reincarnate again, into a fetal imprint that bears the

Page:  162

occur in an identity"s evolution in time, the original quantum with which it entered

last quantum of identity leaves the Gha-Fa" for incarnation, the Gha-Fa" AdorA

close for that identity. Its Akashic Record 1st cell crystal will remain in the

its life, this identity will remain with the body" Whatever identity is still in

the body" Whatever identity is still in it "will remain with the body

Page:  199

be an integrated identity that has the, if you have 1728 selves that are

Page:  212

and the full identity then "Slides" out of its "home" station, projecting



where the entire identity temporarily re-manifests as the fully intact physical-atomic body

from which the identity projected, the re-manifesting physical-atomic body will automatically
adjust

Page:  213

Slide," the journeying identity can "visit" other space-time worlds, but as long

consciousness of the identity will remain genetically "phase-locked" into the "BPR"

"Span," the identity completes full Cellular Transfiguration in its "home" station, to

which enables the identity to achieve the permanent eternal-life Cellular Transfiguration of
the

the "entire identity and all of its parts" enter the Krystar State, "

the "Krystar identity" into the Reishaic Record during the Rasha Pa Ta-Ur

of the Krystar Identity into the Reishaic Record during the Rasha PaTa-Ur is

Page:  214

The ascended identity may then choose to immediately return into materialization (in

atomic body the identity had taken into Rasha Pa Ta-Ur transfiguration. So, the

the Ma-shayah identity engages the process of Transmigration for "inter-cosmos trans-

Ma-sha-yah identity can "travel the cosmos" through the Eternal NaVA"Ho Core-

Yah "Spanner" identity has the eternal ability to not only "temporarily physically

Page:  215

more of the identity accretes that pull you together to where you can completely

Page:  218

transfiguration point, the identity enters the "Krystar State" and temporarily "progressively
disappears"

of the conscious identity. So, the whole thing turns into the Zhyrah .. The

Page:  219

of the ascending identity, as the Zhyrah super atom, now exists as manU infra-

into which the identity was born. As the Zhyrah releases from its birth-lock,

structures of the identity"s entire Spirit Body and Rasha Body temporarily "fold up,"

Zhyrah. As the identity "returns to the fold," the Zhyrah releases the original

further As the identity "returns to the fold," the Zhyrah releases the original

Page:  220

the conscious ascending identity), with its "personal double cellular encryption" of the
identity"s



encryption" of the identity"s "ascension body," Transgenefies, and re-emerges into
manifestation It

the conscious ascending identity), with its "personal double cellular encryption" of the
identity"s

encryption" of the identity"s "ascension body," Transgenefies, and re-emerges into
manifestation as

So, after the identity pops into Source and literally and completely demanifests, and then

Page:  221

pattern" of the identity"s physical-atomic ManE Body, Light Body, Rasha Body and Spirit

a condensed "Identity In-picture" composed of "ma-tA-Ur, the unified

an expanded "Identity Outpicture" Where the other one was the in-picture that

an expanded "Identity Out-picture" composed of "pa-dA-Ur," the unified

Page:  222

ascended Mashayah Spanner identity resides in a "Krysted" state of consciousness, a
perpetual

Page:  223

substance, as the identity enters the Krystar State. In the Krystar State, the fully

integrated Mashayah Spanner identity, AS a living, conscious "light-sound pattern" (the

The "Mashayah Identity that resides within the Mashayanic Body is the part of

INTERNAL ETERNAL Spiritual Identity and inter-dimensional ANATOMY, THE VEHICLE by and
through which

Page:  225

in which the identity engages a (properly orchestrated) Bhardoah Transition out of the

"Bhardoahing" consciousness identity. From the position of the personal Spirit Body, any
remaining

single "Spirit Identity," are imbued with the organic Birthright of Mashayanic Evolution. But

Page:  226

for the incarnate identity to become educated in the dynamics of the Rasha Pa-

Page:  227

density, an individual identity becomes "temporarily bio-chemically bound" to the planetary
space-

Freedom of the identity from the confines of that space-time location does not

a mortally incarnate identity does not complete the Rasha PaTa-Ur Transfiguration of the

awareness of the identity, remain "bio-chemically tethered" (via the atomic radiation

properly, the Transitioning identity will "return its entire quantum" to the Spirit Body



body). and the identity will temporarily transfigure its quantum into the form of infra-

fa, the Transitioning identity will then "recall" Recall, call it back the quantum

Page:  228

"individuated spirit identity," called the Ghar-E." outward from the Spirit Body (

levels of the identity; the Tauren in Density 1, the Soul in Density 2,

IS the conscious identity ofthe incarnate, which is "held embodied" through the "

the GharE" conscious identity is biochemically and genetically phase-locked into the mortal
body

Page:  229

the Ghar-E identity progressively circulates Light Body mana into the physical body through

Bhardoah Point," the identity would consciously engage the "Backflow Cycle," the "Bhardoah

ENTIRE QUANTUM ofthe identity is "returned to Spirit Substance," which is the quantum

the GharE" conscious identity to the space-time co-ordinate into which its mortal

Page:  232

"Over-Soul identity aspects). They are the structures of the Light Body that

Page:  233

and the reintegrated identity "as Spirit," ascends back into the Gha-fa of

the "ascending identity" a quantum that is "in-organic to its own

rest of the identity"s quantum" within the Spirit Body Gha-fa "As the

fully Bhardoah Transitioned identity is finally released from the biochemical-genetic-atomic
space-time

Page:  234

freed identity then engages the Rasha Pa Ta-Ur Cellar Transfiguration and

the Bhardoah Transitioning identity cannot expel the "in-organic encryption" of the Va-

Cell, the GharE" identity will become "trapped within the Light Body," unable to

was born. The identity will be required to "re-incarnate" with a "

Page:  235

lose your whole identity shield in time that way. The "Spark of AshalaE,"

sets the Bhardoahing Identity free, AND "returns the missing quantum" to the others

Page:  236

presence, if the identity, the Krystiac level of identity was enough present, it would

Krystiac level of identity was enough present, it would actually ... We would be



Page:  237

sets the Bhardoahing Identity free, AND "returns the missing quantum" to the others

Page:  249

your whole incarnational identity through the Cosmos into Liquid Light, so the whole thing
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Page:  5

whole collective gestalt identity that we call God, and you pass through creation into

part of your identity. And what is really wonderful is even though, all through

Rishi level of identity and even Ascended Master levels beyond that. And what these

consciousness. Our Gestalt identity is an identity that is one ... but it is

identity is an identity that is one ... but it is formed of many.

your Over-soul identity. You will know yourself as 144 different beings and each

Page:  6

a station of identity that is bigger than the one before it. We are

to multi-dimensional identity that our psychiatrists here don"t know about yet, that our

growing gestalts of identity until we get to the God-Seed. The God-Seed

ask our higher identity levels to help us because we do have higher stations

higher stations of identity than just the one right here, it will expedite a

Page:  8

the hierarchy of identity, directly to the Heart and Mind of God. Activating the

the hierarchy of identity. The process of remerging the personal identity with the Pillar

remerging the personal identity with the Pillar of Light has been referred to as

Seed a Monadic identity other than the Melchizedek Collective. Through the course of
interstellar

Page:  9

original God-Seed identity. (Masters Templar Stewardship Manual) The Cloister Melchizedeks
It is

Page:  10

more of the identity. The 12 and the 6 positions are equal and they

Page:  11

every level of identity. There is the Cosmic level, the Universal level, and the



Page:  14

with your higher identity levels to know what"s next and appropriate for you so

Rishi Levels of Identity. The solution to healing that pattern is to simply connect

Page:  15

of your own identity still exists out there; even if you were from a

Page:  18

level of personal identity is partially bonded to and activated within the DNA, to

Page:  19

process of Higher Identity embodiment, by which the Over-Soul Identity begins integration
with

the Over-Soul Identity begins integration with the conscious personality for acceleration of
the

and Ultra-terrestrial Identity Gestalts from Dimension 13, the Eckatic Level). Not everyone
has

the "Christed" identity level. Regent Ordination begins the activation of DNA Strands-1

Page:  20

Anchor the Rishi Identity (Dimensions 13-15) into the bio-energetic field of

Page:  21

of the Archetype Identity into your Morphogenetic Field, awaiting the imprint of the 5th

anchoring the Archetype Identity. The process of receiving the imprint of the 12-Strand

expansion of the identity and merger of the Ariea Hova Bodies requires the morphogenetic

6 Soul Matrix identity. (Masters Templar Stewardship Manual) The Melchizedek Cloister
Ordinations System

RishA and Eckar identity levels of dimensions 7- 15, plus those of the Khundaray,

Page:  25

higher levels of identity. In most cases when you begin opening, it"ll be portions

Page:  26

portions of your identity that you left behind to get here. For the Ordinations

Page:  27

Christed level of identity. That is the highest level that can be fully embodied

Page:  28

of your own identity. So if you have a guide on D-5, it



level. If your identity has problems on those levels they"ll send somebody else in

your own higher identity, the part of you on the Avatar level, the higher

Page:  29

Eternal Personal Christos Identity to merge and unify within a singular embodiment, across
the

Page:  32

the Eternal Personal Identity that includes 1728 simultaneous incarnations, each placed
within various space-

Page:  33

Eternal Christos Avatar Identity that is simultaneously manifesting in 1728 different Time
Vectors, wearing

Personal Christos Eternal Identity represent the "reincamational" heritage of every 12-Strand
Angelic

of personal spiritual identity. including the D-12 Christ Consciousness level. progressively
embody within

the physical and identity. The Melchizedek Cloister Ordinate System has always been an
intrinsic

Page:  34

Personal Eternal Christos Identity progressively open. Opening of the Internal Star Gates of
the

and Christos Avatar Identity levels to sequentially and consciously embody within the Angelic
Human

Page:  35

"Christos Avatar" identity of each individual. Ordination is conducted simply to facilitate ones

Page:  36

Level of personal identity is bonded to, and activated within, the DNA- to begin

Page:  47

Level of personal identity is bonded to, and activated within, the DNA- to begin

process of Higher Identity embodiment, by which the Over-Soul Identity begins to integrate

the Over-Soul Identity begins to integrate with the conscious personality for acceleration of
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and Stations of Identity Levels, the Krystar Krystal Capsule Vehicle and the Krystic Allurean
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your sentient individual identity. But at that point your individual identity has even more

point your individual identity has even more than 1728 selves associated with it. But
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of its energy identity into electro-magnetic gelleziac radiation partiki first substance referred
to
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new incarnating spirit identity". At fertilization the potential for a "new physical life"

of new spirit identity. From the Fertilization Point, the "NaVAHo Cycle" (Partiki

Page:  3

"I AM" identity stream of the new embodiment. 4. The embodying Spirit as

Page:  5

which the new identity will progressively "project its identity and ideas" into the

"project its identity and ideas" into the atomic matter hologram (which takes

body and conscious identity, until the identity "grows to adulthood at age 33"

identity, until the identity "grows to adulthood at age 33" to engage the
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Clouds of Conscious IdentitY" offer to you. Recognize that the "Living Consciousness" of

YOUR OWN Conscious Identity; a "living Eternal part of yourself" that you, in

conscious Atomic-Cellular Identity, the "part of YOU" that /S your "
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the earthly embodied identity. In the Sliders-2 Workshop (Virginia Beach 9/2008)

Page:  3

personal full Incarnate Identity, the Transcendental Self. Accretion of the personal
Probability-Vector Codes

the embodied incarnate identity; a minimum of 50% ShaLAea Light Quotient, the equivalent
of
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Page:  15

parts of the identity that has the ability to do that healing. The Mental

Page:  19

morphogenetic template of identity upon which the individual consciousness manifests exists
as an intrinsic

of the cosmic identity structure. And both the individual and cosmos exists eternally within

the personal individuated identity as above, or superior to, any other manifestation of the

Page:  30

One Consciousness, One Identity in the whole entire cosmos and that is You. That

Page:  42

is only One Identity in the whole cosmos and that is You. That is

Page:  59

of reality and identity. Both paths exist simultaneously: one implies the other. They exist

Page:  60

of our energy-identity, portions of our psyche such as the Super-consciousness Mind

Page:  61

not you label, identity, and address it directly. The few beings on Earth able

Page:  62

Kristos level of identity, it knows all those nuances. You could practice this periodically
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life. Reclaiming Our Identity "We have a CHOICE to define ourselves by LIMITATION,

old concepts of identity you once accepted. You are intended to grow beyond them.
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part of your identity. Let yourself become big again. If you keep identifying with
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the common Christos Identity. Though individuals within a collective most often possess 36
Synocracy
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conditions for the identity that you are willing, if you want, to fight tooth
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1998- 2006) Organic identity attempts to fight back and is thrown into emotional/mental

2-3 organic identity is progressively displaced into the Secondary Neuro-circuitry in "

2006- ) Organic identity in displacement/"coma". Distinct different personality in body- as
possessor

its distinctly different identity. 5) Blend Period (2006- 5/28/09) Immediately follows

D-3 mental identity, intervention begins. D-4 Astral Field and Chakra 4 Breach-

guides" the organic identity, becoming its friend. Possessor triggers the "Walking Dead"
process,

traps the organic identity in the D N-1 physical body, then progressively "

forces the organic identity into the dormant Secondary Neurocircuitry and into a "coma

blends" the organic identity"s encryption from the Primary Neuro-circuitry with its own,
progressively

of the organic identity mental/ personality, physical body and Etheric body structure. "Seems



the old organic identity again"but can sense "superficiality" or falseness in communication
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"retrieved" full identity completes reassembly in Jha-DA Orb, it then takes on

jy the possessor identity. During the Hell-Fire Period, the organic identity progressively leaves

Period, the organic identity progressively leaves the physical body- it actually "dies" and

starts with organic identity in Jha-DA Body pushing into the D-4 Astral

complete, the organic identity stabilizes and "wakes up in the body"; possessor is

10% remaining organic identity out of body into Jha-DA Body Orb. Once the

still conscious" organic identity is retrieved, the portions/quantum ofthe D-3, D-2

1 displaced organic identity in the dormant Secondary Neuro-circuitry are progressively
pulled out

healing. The organic identity (with Host support) in Jha-DA forces its Jha-

displacing the possessor identity into the dormant Secondary Neuro-circuitry. Possessor
temporarily enters "

the disoriented organic identity reclaims Primary Neurocircuitry. The newly-embodied and
retrieved organic identity

and retrieved organic identity balances in the newly-reclaimed body- and begins download of

blends with Mashayah identity"s heart rhythm.) The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
©2009

the Mash ayah identity anchors. Possessor is trapped in the body via Radial Harness
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its fate. Organic identity engages more in-depth personal review and has an almost

progresses, the organic identity begins to feel a "tension and burden lifting," with

is complete, organic identity will begin to feel it has a "second lease

A"zah-yana Deane Identity begins recalibration of personality encryption and needs a firm
but
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leads to progressive identity-accretion into wholeness and eventual Self-Transfiguration into
eternal-life
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leads to progressive identity-fragmentation and eventual self-annihilation to the dynamics of
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about the extended identity. So, "The "fallen" Alpha Illuminati-Elder races devised
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on its multiple identity levels. Is anybody as tired as I am? A" san
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through our greater identity structure into our other lncarnationai-Selves. So it takes a
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leads to progressive identity-accretion into wholeness and eventual Self-Transfiguration into
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dynamics of "
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risk of direct identity displacement, or biological possession ; all can achieve greater freedom,
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stations of conscious identity. Through these structures of multidimensional energy fields,
within which the

of the personal identity are focused, every being is indelibly connected to the central,

compose the spiritual identity creates the systematic transmutation of physical matter density
and expansion
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and individuation of identity are holographic projections of consciousness-energy substance
created through an
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and individuated conscious identity. Operate as minute perpetual, motion fission/fusion
generators. Particum Matter

which matter and identity will manifest. 8 The Morphogenetic Field is made of interwoven

time matter and identity individuation can be experienced. They are the thought form field
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the multi-dimensional identity. Within the 15-Dimensional Human Anatomy there are 5
dimensionalized
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integrate the Avatar identity and transmute into pre-matter liquid light wave form.
Dimensions
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points, auric and identity levels and DNA strands, through which activation of the Merkaba
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light-sound energy identity. Energy is aware. We start as pure energy and are

to realize that Identity is ONE and MANY at the same time." (Amenti
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and individuated conscious identity. They operate as minute perpetual motion fission-fusion



generators. There
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your template of identity only has 12 Keylons you will only have enough to
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Soul level of Identity. That is where the tangible structure of your Soul lives.

part of our identity is also self as Earth. It is all connected. Therefore
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portions of your identity. Next, upwards after D-12 is the Triadic level which
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different Stations of Identity in the outer manifest worlds. ©A & A Deane,
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higher station of identity. Portals and Star Gates Star Gates form on the Krist
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Stations of our Identity in all these places in order to fit our frequency

the Stations of Identity above Density-1 . Due to distortions in our Universal
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Rishiac Level of Identity. Our Parameter Shield is the same as our Vertical Rishiac
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4 stations of identity to fulfill two 12-Cycles. Then we would start the
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with their own identity, axis alignment, reality domain and smaller time cycle. These specific

many Stations of Identity to experience and learn, we would also spiral back home
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Aware and has identity; we too are composed of conscious units of frequency. We

portions of our identity reside. Dimensions and Densities I Harmonic Universes and Frequency
Bands.
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our level of identity within the Veca Edon level. This technique links you to

to your Edonic Identity, a gift from the Ha"ah-TUr. The Ha"ah-TUr have

takes on the identity of the EyanA and the AdonA Councils. The EyanA are
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the trapped TE Identity can REUNITE WITH the Aya God-Source Spark to Become

Integrated DhAYa-TEi Identity, and the Body"s DhA-Ya-TEi flows open to allow
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"individuated spirit identity," called the GharE", outward from the Spirit Body (which

IS the conscious identity of the incarnate, which is "held embodied" through the
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the GharE" conscious identity is biochemically and genetically phase-locked into the mortal
body
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distorted "Elemental Identity fragments", which solidify via unnatural spasmodic contraction
of the DhA

Body and incarnating identity "tether" the physical body by sending in the ZhEon

the incarnating spirit identity become harnessed and ensnared by the inorganic EM-fields
generated

original incarnating spirit identity, (which normally would not become trapped and would "

Aya God-Source Identity of the Silver Seed Crystal), is often referred to as

of individuated spirit identity would become an organic part of the greater embodied "

God-Source Eternal IdentitY". The M CEO Freedom Teachings® Series ® 1999 -
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integrating organic spirit identity, unnaturally blending its consciousness with the flows of
"recycled"

energy, consciousness and identity; through this process, a portion of the consciousness and
energy



"Chi Force" Identity, the other portion becoming the "equal and opposite" incoherent

"Ghi Force" Identity. Both "Chi and Ghi" aspects of the harnessed portion

the original spirit identity are drawn from the organic portions of the spirit identity

of the spirit identity that normally would have become the organic GHARE. The organic

The organic GharE Identity is the portion of incoming spirit consciousness that engages
atomic-

Organically, the GharE Identity would blend with the Aya Identity through the Silver Seed

with the Aya Identity through the Silver Seed Crystal of the DhA Cell to

embodied God-Source") Identity. But due to the biological mechanics of the "666-

atom-bonded spirit identity would blend with the Aya "God-Source" identity via

"God-Source" identity via the Silver Seed Crystal, and the resulting embodied "

DhA-Ya-fied Identity" would retain FULL CONSCIOUS AWARENESS, with God-Source, its own

Aya God-Source Identity within the Silver Seed Crystal of the DhA Cell, THEN

personal "TE" identity (trapped around the Va-Ba-Tum Carbon-Crystal of

"God-Source identity" to initiate "DhA-Ya-fication" of the physical-atomic
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Bodies and Corresponding Identity Stations 1. Nada Hova- HU1 Incarnate Identity- Taurenic
Body (

Hova- HU1 Incarnate Identity- Taurenic Body (Subconscious, Instinctual & Reasoning Minds)
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Seals keep human identity & Auric Levels dimensionally separate. They also control
Dimensional Merkaba
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connection-
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aspect of our identity exists upon the energetic structure of the Kathara Grid. By
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consciousness/higher-dimensional identity, within our bodies, through activating the D-12
Maharata Current

awareness and spiritual identity, within the greater context of very specific 15-Dimensional
Anatomy,
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eyemuch more energy-identity operating beyond the view of our 3-dimensionally focussed
earthly

process of Higher Identity Integration and Bio-Spiritual Evolution. Other topics include: •
Techniques
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energy.
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God-Source,
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ENCODED directors of
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materialized creation. During
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